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AUSTH_ I. AN ASSOCtATION OF EAR:A CHILDIR EDUCATORS

The Association was formed in 1974 with tho objective of
having professional people in the field discussing issues in
early childhood education on a national level.

The first Annual General Meoting and Con. orence wns
was held in May 1975. The papers from this Conference
have been compiled in this bcoklet.
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lnivi .!1,1 promised an nsive
hopefully stimula Ii oi exercise. I ndeml the
effects of our stimulatien may, well have become
so apparent as to mako us forget till the other
niceliei--; that a conference should have and so
l'rn reversing tArhat might be 1 conventional
order of thingii iind making, while I tyetcome
you. i thank you speech as well.

wish tuu thank first of all jilll (:111l1q1-1 who in
his capacity ;e; observer at an executive meeting
last August 1;:cepted the position of convener of
the conference and at the same time,
unashamedly committed the ACT Chapter to
organising it. On beholf.of all of von. I wish to
thank lam the ACT Chapter. Anita Boa hymn,
Huth Robson, Yvonne Winer, Loma Nudduck,
Isla Stamp and :.-iimone Howells and their
co-workers Isla) accepted Jim's commitment and
who for more than six months worked towards
this goal. It is a tribute to their efforts that the
audience today far exceeds our initial
expectations. having. as we do, riot only most of
ou'r -foundation memhers hut many who have
come to hsten, to he interned and perhaps to
share opinions on the issues that concern us all.
To memhurs. to future members and to visitors
we extend a warm welcome.

a tribute also to the convening committee
that this conference can boast such an array of
imposing speukors. and that the topics they have
chosen, cover the gamut of important and
contemporary -themes, on early childhood
education. A special welcome is offered to our
guest speakers from oversons. Lilian Katz, Ann
O'tKeele. and Jackie Goodnow, We appreciate
deeply, their willingness to share with us their
time and expertise.

May as President of tho Asi3ociation,
that I believe tins conference gives us the first
opportunity to make an impact on 'the general
population of early childhood educators and
perhaps on some of the public at large. And
having a male convenor for the conference is
only part of the reason for such an impact. Being
1975 and Intorno ti,ial Women's Year, some of
you may think that it was deliberately planned,
to have a man at our helm, in order to.show tha t
whereas our work is in a field traditionally
dominated by women, we are by no means

ADI

-olonion

afraid of the mi ibm. And whereas other women's
organisations nrecelehrating their liberation by
proving their indepoinlence of mon, we
showing the inverted form of liberation hy
showing that men are still useful. Regardless,
however, of whether International Women's
Year has tiffected our planning, or whether I'm
using it as \ ClISO to say that we wish to
welcome men to our r inks. vi may well find
that this year has a ihstant effeet
;inure.

The wornen liberation moveau n
eelebratien of WoMell'S desire for self fulfillment
ill Wilys other than motherhood. It is no
caincidenc( hat in the same year we see the
overt expression of women's need for
emancipation, we rilso celebrate the "discovery
of the child- by the Australian Government, if
this can he measured in terms of money. While
mothers join the workforce, in unprecedented
numbers. the Anstralian government is funding
ihe caretaking of their offspring, with an
unprecodonted and seemingly endless flow of
money. and wo who call ourselves. the Early
Childhood Educators of Australia, are part of
that 'caretaking team. As I say that, I expect
some of us are bristling a little, because we have
traditionally insi,sted that there is a distinction
between the educator and the caretaker. Tha
caretaker being the Orle who minds the child and
-he educator. the One who teaches the child.

Yet if we takdthe American definition, as we
take so many things American, to mean "to care
about" and the Austr 'ion definition as "having
children listen and obey the instructions of the
teacher-, then minding in the sense of caring
about. may well be more educational in it_
liberal interpretation, while listening to and
obeying, in that it keeps the child quiet and safe,
may be real child minding in the conventional
sense. It is in my opinion, just these sorts of
shifts in definition and interpretation, which will
present problems for the early childhood
educator in the future.

If we avoid the pi oblems or refuse answers,
as the traditional pre-school educator has
tended to do in the past. we may be doing much
less for the child than was done 3,000 years ago,
when an ancestor of mine, whose story is



written up in 41 t iii t 11 fi I liii I tin 110p11 hir b

asked to iii ltt 1 cast! in which kve mothers
claimed owilership of one baby. And Solinnen
said "the solution is ohvieus, siniply cut the ha

o that hit for one mother and that hit for
the other-. The mossage was prephetic io that it
has projected precisely the soinal am!
educational dilemma of the present &iv. For
today. wit have in fact, cot the child up. We have
not only bisected but cut it across in numerous
ways, Joeio-ecoimmically.
vertically, and longitudinally, and in doing im
lost something that trylitional pro-scleral
educators would never Imvo coon minced
the Ixhole child.

l"iur ',melee; . u. ht. Ii 1 I et the Han
working neither; he is for the (tittle; or: the child
of the working mother; he's ler the child minder:
the child in the morning session, between nine
a.m. and twelve is for the educator: lieu

afternoon. particulark Into afternoon. for the
child minder. The head of the child to the
educator, to be filled with filets, taracepts and
literacy skills, and the hody to the child minder.
to be fed, kept Heidi and entertained. The child
under four years to the child mauler. and over
four years to the educator. Thu child in scheol to
the educator and hefere told at Icr scheol te the
child minder.

While people 3.000 yei ago in their wisdom,
saw the anomaly of hisecting tho child, today.
the anomaly in dividing the child between
minding and education is hardly a public issue.
For in 1974, while Government departMents
were sorting out their- priorities, the social
welfare aspects of child services aroused some
interest and won the day leaving the traditional
early childhood educator retreating with
traditional politeness. They abdicated their
original role of setting up edncation standards
for the young child and watched uneasily while
Their role was assumed by those who were never
trained for it.

Thus the public on the whole remains
comparatively ignorant and apathetic about the
changes -that are occurring in the care and
education of the young child. Perhaps they are
completely satisfied; good employment and good
ISaby sitters may be all that a society asks or
needs. I guess the question for this conference
should be. Are we-satisfied? if satisfaction is
measured in terms of comfortable jobs. and
adequate salaries, then of course most of us are
satisfied, and could easily reflect the
complacent outlook of the apatheti

2

liut if we leek tt pre ional criteria, we may
come up with sone! ccclii iutac:losbiiis. We may
well find ler istut nun, that the defiodion of the
Hilly childhood educator, is "one who has been
overloeked by inutil child care aid education,

has lost her identity. Rod is patiently
waiting tit he rediscoveris1.- We may i-lh-U) COMO
011With th0 ,...onclusion, that women's emancipa-
te et meal's children's captivity, ired that all of us
sitting here tidily. are the ieHitors of young
children, being paid to in'itel them in any way at

se that their mothers may stay in the work
force. and so that the hareem:rate: contrivers
whe have not for uc long time if ever, seen 0 child
under eight may continue to contrivct In which
case, perhaps we should resolve that WO should
return the eleldree th their leothersi us quiclly
tis possible and tit the same time find some way
el making mothers want their children Ond

went nett hers. Then perhaps we can
stiirt agien, and have a geed look at the child
from birth lii eight, as he realb,

Then portraits we can start ijS never before
applying our knowledge of child development in
terms of a learning environment. which_we will
let the chddren use as they wish, and not _as
Government or teachers dictate. Then we can
start testing hypotheses about bow children
learn. and instowl of starting with Piaget's
notion of conservation, we could start with
Piaget's notion of permanence and see how that
affects the young child. We could begin to look at
theories of dependence, attachment and
independence. We could observe the number of
children who are desperate not to 'be pushed
into independence too soon. We can also
observe how the child learns literacy skills and
what the teachable moments are for each child.
Using the teachable moment may prevent the so
called learning problems, that whole
departments are now set up to correct. If we
could come to grips ,with any of these or other
issues, either individually, or collectively, at this
conference, we will have made an impact, as an
organisation and our ranks will be
strengthened.

In the meantime, I am reminded of the fact,
that at least one great philosopher has said. -all
living is meeting.- And the most I can wish you
is that this weekend, we should all live well.
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way, Of ill the ways in which understandings
may vary I Want to concentrate OH one variable
la pa rt!eutari namely the extent tc) which the
learner's understanding of the situe lion, task or
concept is differentiated (it. complex, Talw for
examplti., my understanding of the game of
tennis. 11 is a relatively undifferentiated em 1
know that at least Iwo people play with rackets
and balls on a coul i with lines, and that they hit
the ball across the net to each other. However,
my son's understanding of_ tennis is highly and

r finely differentiated. His understanding ,

includes conceptions. about games and s('ts,
singles a.nd dolibles. rallies and vollies, loves
and deuces, types of "shots", a_s welh as soMe
intrieafc minutiae of appropriate dress. Another
example of variations in differentiation or
complexity can be soon when we consider that a
fiye-year-old.has an understanding of whore she
(or he) comes from, 1.i.L reproduction, If at
twenty she has studiod genetics or ebstetrics
her understanding will bo even further finely
differentiated. That lillderstanCling will include
facts, concepts and theory at a range of levels of
,abstreetion and concreteness, with subsumed
interdependent facts, concepts, and thoory, as
well as a variety of images, memories,
associated feelings and ideas. One can say,
then, that as a five-year-,old she had an
understanding of the phenomenon. but it .was
not as differentiated as it could ultimately
become.

I am presupposing that in the general case. a
teacher is one 'who has a_ relatively finely
differentiated or-complex understanding of what
is to be learned, and accepts the responsibility
for helping the learner increase thc extent to
which his/her understanding matches the
teacher's If our understanding of relevant
events/phenomena aro not more differentiated,
more useful, more appropriate or more accurate
than those of 'our lea_rners, thee we lack -he
legitimate authority to be their teachers.

We might then amend our second principle
as the principle of knowing the learner's
understandings of what is to be learned, I ern
proposing that this is a generic problem for all
teachers of all learners. If I want to teach a
student, for example, techniques of conversing
with children:one essential approach of several
I might employ would be to uncover that
student's construction or understanding of the
"teacher-child conversation situation-. It seems
reas-onable to hypothesize that the probability of
successful teaching (of important le'arnings)
increases with increased knowledge of the

4
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individual learner, in particeli r, of the
individual learner's construction of the relevant
-reality. A related hypothosis is that the greeter
die, informality in the learning situation, the
greeter access the teacher has to relevant
knowledge of the learner, and that the greater
the knowledge of the learners' understaielings
the greater the prohability that the teacher will
respond a pprop ria tely. I nformality in
classrooms has been a popUlar conference topic
during the last few years. However, its
popularity seem_s 'to be related more to
philosophical, positions than to (he prineiple of
knowing the learner. .1 should add here tho
hypethesis that there probably is an optimal
immunt of informality for oach classroom unit
( of adults or children) ;aid perhap-s For each
individual.

Another implication of our second principle
is that it seems useful to teach our students
(children or adults) tactics and strategies hy
which te inform us where they are, how they are
eonstructing the problem to be solVed, what
confuses ,-thera and how they understand
whatever is to be learned..For example we can
teach children to say to us. "I'm lost", -Hold it".
"Go over that again-, don't understand",

ConfuSed- etc. On one occasion I

recommended to a first.grade teacher that she
teach her pupils to signal her in this way. She
responded positively, expressed agreement with
the soundness of the procedure and then, after a
pause, said quite spontaneously. "But they'll
interrupt the lesson." Then she chuckled as she
realized the meaning ef her protestation. This
teacher's comment informed me that covering or
completing "the lesson" had a high priority in
her understanding of teaching. Perhaps we
could say of this incident that two different
understandings of teaching came into contact,
hers and mine.

A nether implication derived from our second
anciple is that we must be careful about

mie--:.hing our learners Io agree with us
exceSsively, or to give us what we appear te
want. We do this sometimes when vie confuse
conversations and questions with what are
really interrogations. Take for example .a
preschool advisor who said to the teacher,
"Why are those books on a table in the middle ef
the room instead of in that corner?" I would call
lhis an iliterrogation because it was a question
in which the "right answer" or the appropriate
action was given away. I saw another eXample
hi whieh a presehool expert asked a group of
college students "what are the threo "d's" of



L'ilIiiSItiiSi?i lie ro'spoildonts Were quickly
inbirnied that the purpose of thi! question was to
um:over what was in the qiitistioner's mind.
Surely there is. 1 phico for interrogation.
Perhaps we want to knew whet'', a young chikl
knoi.vs his inldross and plitme number. In such a
case we can put it to the child honestly that we
want to find nut whether he knows it, ainl then
interrogate, While interrugatien is useful tor
some types of 4issessmen; e:xamilintitals, it

may undemiine some important aspects el
teaching For example, let 11N Illitk ;.1 t the possih(e
consequences of tlio preschool '1, advisor's
interrogation. Iirst iii iii. the tliances'are that
her questinn or interrogatien :rednced the
likelih6od of subsequent open communication. It
is unlikely that in ,i subseqw-mt enctinnter the

'ism1 weuld sli,ire with I iii iilvist her
confusions 4ind doubts about or.y,4inizing. the
room. Indeed, such -.I .quostatui
perhaps On the Ione iii voice 41nd faced
expression is likely, to sot .41 motion
tichierSarV relitiOrishl1i liotcttii ildvisor and
advisee since th'e interrogatinii implies the
passing of judgurnent or a '.,:putting down"
rather of the advisee. I do not intend to take
issue with the adequady of the advisor's advice.
My major point here is that the advisor's task is
to help the advisee to understand or construct
the situation more clnsel7 to her own under-
standing or construction. The 'probability that
the advisor could help the advisee improve or
refine the advisee's understanding of room
arrangements, for instance, would increase if
the advisor first uncovered how the advisee
understood the situation. Then, with the
knowledge thus obtained, the advisor could
share with the advisee some insights, concepts
or facts which best "match- in J. McV. Hunt's
sense of the term (Hunt, 1961 Chapter 7) the
advisor's own understanding. In other words,
interrogations inform learners that we know the
right or best answers, solutions and ideas.
Hopefully so ! But it is through conversations in
which we probe others' thoughts and ideas, in
which we solicit their views, opinions and
wishes that we become informed of another's
understandings of the relevant phenomena. The
latter is the crucial steP in teaching.

3, The Principlo of Timirtg in Teaching. The
implications and hypotheses drawn from our
seCond principle lead t.o a' third one 1,:hich seems
to fit intc the broad general category rif timing
Only two aspects of timing can be taken n here.
One aspect is the rate at which we r, )nd to
learners in teaching-learning or ders,
(Perhapslhis aspect should be called ng,)

1
5

liit to 11111111 Inniiiiinniri.;
which, ler t,Nample, a learner reveals 11-1

incorrort inoppropriolo ,o/or=iiliplihorl
understandiiT or censtruction of o given
troncept or situation. The teacher recognizes the
int.iirr,:cliniss if lii' .ctincept and Luny tater ;A.

currtictioe. 11111 question til concern here is
whether there is a right or -better- timment
iii tirne Itt efhn- this corrm ? Vl'hen teaching
,audent teachers tve elten have such. timing

!isions to make, we want te balance the rate
it whicli wt.-1 offor suggestions whi,di imply
things ctyild he going better) %,vith the .rtite at
which a effer 1111H111'H 'support
w-Iiich implies that dunes mill

bovond mil, loudest hopes 411111

,,,,,peclations). It is Ina time.

11111nIti .11111 in 111111i.

11111\li 1.`1'1111`,-; 111

inn Li IV I t. However, it

in ef
itiat learninv

iniderstioulings
of us

luting too fast
rmisonnble

hypothesis that greater latent', which allews
mere of the learner's behavior to unfold,

the (Indio:iv (II information upon
which the tencher can formulate 4111 appropriate
response. Perhaps this hypothesis is merely an
elaboration of the old-fashioned virtue known as
-patience. According to my present
understanding of teaching, the virtue of
patience resides in the relationship between
latency andknowledge of the learner.
Hypothetically there are hkely le be optimal
latencies for evtir, teaclung-learcing encmuiter.

A second aspect of our third principle is that
no-one enters a sociakpusition as a veteran, and
dm I it is useful to think . of teachers as having
developmental stages with associated concerns
and developmental tasks (see Fuller & pown,
1974; Katz, 1972). In ,addition to concerns and
tasks, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that
understandings of teaching deVelopi as
experience accrues. I would predict and Ithpe,
tha t teachers' understandings 4 what teaching
is "all about" would be less finely and fully
tlifferentiated earlier in their careers than they-
become later on. The differentiation could be
expected to increase in such things as the
number of levels .of analysis and conceptions Of
the teaching situation (i.e. greater '.'depth 6f
understanding"), the range of explanations of
clUldrens' behavior, conceptions of institutional
processes and functioning and so forth.
Presumably the teacher of leachers has a finely
differentiated understanding of "what it is all
about". Secondly, by proposing the principle of
timing I intend to encourage the teacher



0.CILICEI tor to take a deyelo'imental view of
her/his learners as the learners should of
children). The point is to fccus on the kind of
insight-sharing and information-giving which
.contributes to the steady but long process of
refining understandings.. Thus, in our
discussions ef teacher education as well as
early childhood education I suggest that we
understand our responsibility more often to be
one of helping the learner to develop rether than
just to change.. Change is easy and can bo
achieved quickly. Perhaps an extreme example
helps to illuminate the difference: just hold a gun
to a teacher ond you can make his behavior
change! But leave after thirty minutes and what
endures? The focus on development implies
attention to questions of timing over the longer
course 1..If modifying, running and differentiating
understandings of phi,:mmena which are
important, central, salient or personally
significant to the learner.

4. The Principle of Socio-intellectual
Ambience. Let'us assume that every educational
-program has a characteristic ambience or
atmosphere which is perceived by most of the
teachers and learners participating it (see
Katz, 1974). Ambience like social climate can be
defined as -the feeling tone which expresses
3emething about the feelings generated by the
tetal set of relations between staff and recruits"
(Wheeler, 19-513). I want to suggest here that the
secio-intellecteal ambience of our teaehei
education settings should he congruent with the
ambience we want our students to create in
early childhood education programs. One of the
most important challenges I see facing early
childhood educators today is to strengthen the
intellectual vitality of the socio-intellectual
ambience of both teacher' education and early
childhood education settings. In teacher
education settings this may be achieved when
staff members exhibit their concern, curiosity
and involvement in the disciplines relevant to
education. intellectual vitality may be supported
and strengthened when staff members engage
their students in activities by which they try to
advance the conceptual and knowledge base of
the field of early childhood education. From my
'observations of early childhood programs in
several countries I have the impressiomthat we
are not providing activities and experiences of
the kind children can get their intellectual
-teeth" into. Children seem to be dabbling in a
wide variety of activities which seem pleasant
enough. In other programs children are engaged'
in many routine academic tesks which also lack
intellectual vitality. I see a major goal of early 1 2

6

childhood education to help chitoren make sense
of their experiences nut 'environments. In other
words, we are responsible for helping youngo
children to develop, refine, improve or deepen
their understandings of the salient features of
tlmir day-to-day lives. The intellectual vitality of
our programs can be strengthened when we
encourtiee and help children to reconstruct
these salient features,

This can be achieved by building and making
some features, 1-i) dramatizing others, .and by
observim,, recounting, recalling, recording or
dismissing their perceptions and underStandings
of their itxperiences. I have a hunch that for this
goal to be more fully realized, children in early
childhood education programs will have to have
strongcr attachments to the teaching cdults and
that in general the relationships between adults
and children must be characterized by greater
intensity than they typically are now. Strength

.

of altaehment has to do with adults' usefulneSs
as moclols as well- as sources 'of demands,
support and encouragement. Intensity has to do
with the role of concentration in teaching and
lemming. In my own teaching exiierience I find
that the process of uncovering students'
understandings of relevant phenomena requires
my full mmcentration on the unfolding 'events in
the teaching situations.

Since we cannot -cover" everything we
want our learners to know, we must try to teach
in such a way as to increase the likelihood that
our learners will go en learnirg. In other words
our teaching should be such as to strengthen the
disposition to be a learner. Those of us who
teach teachers are -responsible for helping our
students to become life-long students of their
own teaching. Some students learn what we
have to teach them by the explanations we give;
some learn from the examples and illustrations
we share; some learn from the model we
provide, and some learn from three of these
aspects of our teaching. If indeed we obs.erve
the first principle and teach in ways which are
congruent with the ways we hope our students
will approach young children, we may measure
up to some of our most urgent challenges.
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development of a diversity of
childhood development needs.

ays to meet earl

Home Start was one of several such Program
Options and it was highly visible because it
was quite a different way of carrying nut a
program: it takes the Program into the Home.
and helps parents do with their children in their
own home, many of the same things Head Start
teachers do with-children in Head Start centers.
Other options for the most part concerned
length of time in program, or age of child, rather
than nature of program.

'he various Options, however, did not dilute
the major. basic tenets of Head Start, so that all
programs were still required to have an
education component, a social service
component. a parent (or parent involvement)
component, and a health component. which was
to include physical and mental health, dental
health, end nutrition.

Thus Home Start, as one of the Head Start
program options, grew out of an increasing
awareness of the importance of the role of
parents in the education and development of
their own children and just as powerful an
increasing desire by many parents to have
guidance and support in strengthening their
parental role.

Home Sta rt began as a demonstration
program HO that we could evaluate its feasibility

after all, program options should have merit
to them, lest children lose out by their
participation. (Another wayof saying this,
perhaps, is that it is mil so important to
determine the best program we need to know
"best" for whom and under what conditions
but rather to develop a voriety of sound
programs from which choices ci-in be sensibly
and saltily made).

There were 16 lltinte Start programs in a
with, variety of cultural and geographical
settings urban, rural, black, white, Indian,
Spanish. Orimital, Alaskan and etn-,h had

Samilies enrolled. All programs i.vere
part ()I' an extensive ()video timi program.
Igicause ono of the major purposes of the
(lemonstration was to obtain infertile lion on the
benefits, processes and costs of such a program.

Yen may lie interested te kuin thud now.
vell ever 2110 el the I .290 I leild Start programs
have iillipted or adapted smile of the Horne
Start (a)tic/ails, and Ilifpri! iu 19(liCilti(111 tutu uvi,ji '
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more will do so in the near future. Often, these
Head Start programs are not eliminating their
centre-hased tictivities, but rather reducing
them, while )(tiding increased contact and work"
with parents.

I should mention just briefly, that the Home
Start evaluation findings gathered over the past
three years have been favourable, and provide
"convincing evidence that a parent-focused.
home-based child development program can be,
a viable alternative delivery system producing
outcomes at least comparable to those produced
by a Head Start centro-based program."

THE HOME sTA l:VALtIATION:
HIGHLIGHTS OF FINHINGS*

A. Intro'duction

The Office c eld Development (O(D)
boars responsibility for many programs
designed lc) benefit young children. Principal
i_mieng those programs is !lead Start,
transfereml to OCD in t 960 from the Office of
Economic 0 pport unit v.

In 1972, 0(,:1) funded Demo Start as a Ifead
Start demonstration 1Jr4rani. Although Head
Start has always emphasized the importance of
the role of parents in the development or their
own chiklren, this emphasis was high-lighted in
the Home Start program, Based to a largo extent
upon the prior research and experience of a
number of earlier porent-locused child
development programs, Home Start was
specifically designed to enhance the quality of
children's lives by building upon existing family
strengths and by emphasizing the role of parents

'as the first and most important influence in the
growth and development of their own children,
Like Head Start, I tome Start primarily serves
3-7) year old children from, income-eligible
families and has the same basic program
(A)mponents: services, parent
invelvement, and health services, which include
medical, dental, 1109191, mut nutrition.

concurrently with the initiatien el the Ilmue
Start demmistratimi. 01 I) contracted with the

Excurptilil nod olffdroMod from: Ifolorm, 9,, Conlon,
um; fitomp, It., Nufkooll flomo Start Fvalualion: Inlorim
1ttport V. Executivul Simimikry, Hi5h/Sco1ut.j.,9ucittimitil

Ii hiundlition uiuul Alut Awilwiriliffi,
(if:1(4)v I u, 19/4.



High/Scope Educational Research Foundption,
'and A bt Associates to conduct a rriajor-Home
Start evaluation project running parallel with
the demonstration progrem.

The research design, carefully developed by
OCD, has focused on the effects of Home Start
on children and mothers. Through over-
recruitment it was possible to randomly select
families for Home Start and for a control group
not in Home Start at each of six "summative-
research sites. Random selection is vital to the
clear interpretation of outcome differences, but
it is seldom used in large evaluations of this kind
because it is so difficult to carry out.

In addition to outcome data (effects), the
design required collection of data on the home
visits (process), the iocal project staff and
families (inputs), and project hudgets (cost).

R. Home Start Program Overview

Home Start is a program for disadvantaged
preschool children and their families which is
funded by the Office of Child Development,
Office of Human Development. U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. The program
began in March of 1972 and was funded for a
31/2-year demonstration period. Home Start is a
home-based program providing Head Start-type
comprehensive services (education, social
services, parent involvement, and health
which includes medical, dental, and mental
health, nutrition, and safety) to low-income
families with 3-5 year old children. A
home-based program provides services in the
family home rather than in a center setting.

A unique feature of ,Home Start is that it
builds upon existing family strengths and assists
parents in their role as the first and most
important educators of their own children.

The Home Stort program has four major
objectives, as stated in the national Home Start
quidelines (December 1971):

involve parents directly in ' the
educational development of their children;

to help strengthen in parents their capacity
for facilitating the general development of
their own children;

to demcinstrate methods of delivering
comprehensive Heed Start-type services to
children and parents (or substitute
parents) for whom a center-based program
is not feasible;
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to determine the relative costs and benefits
of center- and home-based comprehensive
early childhood development programs,
especially in areas where both types of
programs arc feasible.

Presently 16 Home Start programs, funded
by the Office of Child Development, are in
operation. Each program receives approximately
$100,000 with which to serve 80 families for a
12-month period. Participating families come
from a wide variety of locales and many
different ethnic and cultural backgrounds
including white, black, urban, rural,
Appalachian, Eskimo. Native American,
migrants, Spanish-speaking, and Oriental.

Home Start program staff consist primarily
of -home visitors- who visit the homes of
enrolled families once or twice a week. In
addition to working with the mother on matters
of child development, the home visitors discuss
nutrition, health, and social and psychological
needs of family members. When needed. home

_ visitors or other program staff refer families to
community agencies for specialized services.

Families enrolled in Home Start also
participate in group activities or meetings on
specific topics, such as parent effectiveness or
health. Each pre,,, ire has a policy-making
council, which includes Horne Start parents as
members, to set policy for the local Home Start
project.

Further information on the Home Start
program can be found in:

The Horne Start Demonstration Program:
An overview, (February. 1973), Office of
Child Development. This booklet acquaints
the reader with the overall Home Start
program as well as introducing the 16
individual projects.

A Guide for Planning and Operating
Home-Based Child Development Programs,
(Jum 1974), Office of Child Development.
Bused on the to II onie Shirt projects, this
guide details what is involved in planning
and operating a home-ha soil child
development program.

C. Home Start Evaluation Overview

Thu National Homo Shirt Evaluation
incorporates dim, distinct components: the



formative evaluation, the 3ummative evaluation.
and the information system. The three are
complementary ways of viewing the effects of
Home Start. While all sites participate in the
formative evaluation and information system.
only Six, selected as being representative of the
rest of the Rrograms, are involved in the
summative evaluatiou.

For__ five Evaluation

The formative evaluation provides basic
descriptive information about key aspects of
individual Home Start projects. This infm:mation
is used to give feedback about project
implementation and to establish a context for
the statistical and analytical findings. Elements
of the formative evaluation include pyoject-by-
project case studies, observation of home visits,
analysis of staff time-use patterns, and
development of cost models: Trained
interviewers gathered formative data by visiting
each of the 16 projects to interview staff and to
review project records. They visited the six
summative sites each fall and spring, and visited
the renmining 10 sites each spring.

Semmative Evaluation

The summative evaluation provides in-
formation about Home Start's overall
effectiveness by measuring changes in parents
and children:Three features characterize this
kind of evaluation in the Home Start program.
First, there are "before-and-after" measure-
ments of parent and child performance along
criteria provided in the Home Start Guidelines.
Measures used for the evaluation include:

Preschool Inventory
Denver Development Screening Test
(DDST)

Schaefer Behavior inventor ,
High/Scepe }tome Environment Scale
8-Block Sort Task (whlch includes a "Child
Talk Score")

rent Interview
Child Food Intake Q nestionuaire
II niOit and VVeight Measures
Pupil Obsm.vatien Checklist
Mother Behavior 0 liserva tien Scale

I tlii'Tt is I randently assigned,
delaved-en ry -control' group who did not enter
the Home Start pregram until after they

rticilia tmcl iii ene cemplete cycle el hill anti
spring testing. Outcome:: for these contrel

1 7
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families, who had not yet experienced Home
Start, were compared to outcomes for Home
Start families who had received full benefits.
Control families are receivibg a full year of
!Immo Start benefits now HO their ,ontrol"
year is finished.

Third. some comparison data were gathered
from children (and their families) enrolledin
center-based Head Start programs at four silos.
Thus. comparisons could be made involving- .
samples of Home Start, control. and Head Start
(center-based) children, and an examination
could be made of the dual hypotheses that (1)
Home Start can stimulate gains in children
comparable tiy gains made by children in
center-based Head Start programs and (2)
children participating in either Home. Start or
Head Start achieve at a higher level than
control children who have not been enrolled in a
preschool intervention program.

Before-and-after measurements have .been
collected from the six sammative sites each
Octeber and May. Local programs were_ given a
full year to become operative, during which time
the summa five evaluation was limited to a pilot
tryout of procedures. Data from the second year
are presented in Interim Report V. which 'is
referenced in the footnote on page 1. The data
were gathered by 'locally hired community
interviewets who recbived special training
twice each year.

nfuum ution System

An information system, designed to gather
basic statistics about each of the,,16 programs,
forms the third component of the national
evaluation. Information is gathered quarterly on
family and staff characteristics, services
provided to families, and program financial
expenditures. These statistics are needed to
help local and national staff make better
adntinistrative decisions, to assist in the
interpretation of summative evaluation out-
comes, and to serve as inpnt to the
cost-effectiveness analysis of the Home Start
program. The necessary i6formation is gathered
by local program stall nu:Tellers as pert a their
routine record-keeping activities; then the
information is summarized into quarterly
reports which are sent to minimal staff.

.1. Previous Evolention Reports

Further albino:Wen on ft! natknuil Heine
Start cvumhuuuulimtuu ;111 ill! follild iii reports
prepared for the ()Bice if Child Development by



the High/Scope Educational Research Founda-
tion and Abt Associates, Inc. The following
Home Start evaluation reports are available
through the ERIC system:

Interim Report I (August. 1972)

1. Formative and Suinmative Evalua-
tion (ED 069 439)

1.A. Case Studies (ED 069 440)
1.3. Case Studies (ED 069 441)

Interim Report II (July, 1973)
Program Analysis (ED 091 074)
Summative Evaluation Results

(ED 085 198)

Case Studies IIA (ED 091 081)
Case Studies 113 (ED 092 225)

Interim Report III (August. 1973)
Evaluation Plen 1973-1974 (ED 092 227)
Program Analysis (ED 092 226)
Summative Evaluation Results
(ED 092 229)

Case Study Summa (ED 092 228)

Interim Report IV (May, 1974: not yet in the
ERIC system)

Program Analysis
Summative Evaluation Results
Field Procedures Manual

Each report is based on a 6-month interval of
data collection. Early reports (I, II III) focus on
the initial planning and pilot stages of the
evaluation. Later reports (IV, V) present pretest
and 7-month posttest results of the formal
evaluation stage. Upcoming reports Vi and VII
will follow up Home Start families at 12- and
18-month posttest times.

D. Highlights of Findings

in general, Home Start evaluation findings to
date provide convincing evidence that a
parent-focused. home-based child development
program can be a viable alternative delivery
system producing outcornes at least comparable
to those prodeeed by a Head Start center-based
program. ne first pro-post findings cover a
seven-month program period and indicate that
in general Home Start children made gains
comparable to those of Head Start children, and
both Home Start-and Head Start children made
many statistically significant gains over the
randomly selected control group. The only
disappointing findings were that e bout 10% of
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the Home Start children had not yet received
their full series el age-appropriate immunize-
bons, and the didts of the Home Start children
continuld to appear deficient in eeriain
importani nutrients.

Selected details of the findingt; ilow,

1. Overall Program Description

As of October 1, 1974, there were 1,150
families enrolled in the 16 projects. These
families had 2,220 children in the 0-5 age range,
1,443 of whom were "focal" children in the 3-5
age range.

Of the 179 total staff members, 114 were
home visitors.

Between October 1973 and May 1974 OCD
expenditures for. each Home Start family
averaged Mo. Projected to a 12-month period.
these expenditures would be about $1,344 on the
average for each family, roughly comparable to
the cost of center-based programs. About 750/0
of Home Start program budgets generally go to
personnel costs, including consultants, such as
for medical services. Of the remaining 250/0,
typically, or on average, about 60/0 goes to
travel, 50/0to space, 9°/0 to consumable supplies.
and 20/0 to equipment.

2. Program Effectiveness: Home ftart
Compared with Control Group

The effectiveness. or "program outcome-
measures are based on a 7-month period. That
is, pretesting was done in the Fall of 1973 and
posttesting was done 7 months later in the
Spring of 1974.

With regard to the mother-child relation-
ship, the two "mother self-report"
measures showed statistically significant
differences in favor of Home Start mothers.
Thes9.) measures were the High/Scope
Home Environment Mother Involvement
Scale, which measures how often mothers
spend time with their children in games,
conversation and other activities children
like, and the High/Scope Home Environ-
ment Household Tasks Scale. which
measures how often children "help" their
mothers with some simple household tasks.
(This measure is intended to reflect how
much the child is integrated into the
mothor's daily activities.)

home Start mothers also reported teaching



significantly more elementary or readiness
reading and writing skills to their children
than control mothers. In addition, there
were significantly more stimdlating
materials (books and play things) in lionw
Start homes than in control homes.

"school readiness" the Home Start
children gained significantly more than the
control children on three of the four school
readiness measures. including:

- - the Preschool Inventory, measure of
children's achievement in skill areas that
are commonly regarded as necessary for
success in school

tho Denver Developmental Screening
Test (DDST) LangUage Scale, a measure
of children's ability to understand spoken
language and to respond verbally

- the 8-Block Child T-Pk Score, a rweasure
of how many task-related contrrients
childree make while Mothers teach them
to sort tour kinds of blocks into groups

Gains on the fourth measure, the 8-Block
Sort Task, which tested children's aridity
to acquire abstract concepts taught by

the mother: favored the Home Start
childrila hut were not statistically
significant.

In sociel-emetimall devehwrnent there were
no statistically differences
between Home Start and control children,
except on a Task Orientation Scale, which
is part of the Schaefer Behavior Inventory.
The Task Orientation Scale measures the
child's ability to become involved in tasks -

for extended periods a time. Results
favored the Dome Start children in this
task.

This lac. k of diffe once hvtween HoMe Start
and control is, of course. not necessarily a
negative finding, especially considering the
7-month period. In iaHition, children's
seciabmnotional growth is very difficult to
measure with available tests, and lack of
dillerencle; be due tn imprecise
techniques.

a In physicel develepulynt lionie Start
children gained statistically more weight
than (mire! Lhildree; while this indicates
change, it dens net indicate imprevement iii
eating patterus. Children in both Heine
Start and (Andrei greups were, on average,

I 3

height.
1. I norms fin wei 'lit andbelow i

For medico) corn, significan improvements
were observed from Homo Start children in
i.omparisan with control childi cm. More
Home Start children had seen a physician
more recently for preventive reasons, and
89010 had seen a dentist, compared to only
170/a of control children. However about
100/0 of Home Start thildren had net yet
received all their essential immunizations.

a In nutrition, there was no improvement in
fetid nutrition scores clilolig Home Start
children compared to control cluldree. No
increase was found in- the number of
childret) hiking vitaniin supplements.
Children's diets appeared deficient in
calcium. vitamin A, rihollavin, and vitamin
C. Thit report states. "This problem should
be viewed as one of utmest urgency.

Progrom Elf?! ness: Herne Shirt
Stort

onh, a few exceptions, Home _Start
children kept pace with Head Start children
over this 7-mont period. The major differences
between the two ,,,coups were in the areas of
nutrition, inununizetions. dey cure, and -things
mothers leech their chilaren-: With regard to'
the first three. JI cad Start children fared
significantly better on the nutrition food in-take
measure, had more immunizations, and received
day care services-, and in the last. flome Start
children fared significantly hetter than Head
Start (that is. llome Start methers did more
"teaching" to their own children than Head
Start mothers). Thus, the report states. -For the
most part, then, 1 I M1111 Start can be viewed as
delivering services which are cemparable to
these in the limn' Start program

F. Next Steps

OCD is now completing tho Home S art
Pmgrani and collecting evalua-

tien data te assess betli elle-year and two-year
iregriiiii effects. Tentative plans call for a

follow-up evaluatien el a sample el I tome Start
childreti inle their early tci.ltctutl years.

The develelenent and ill.semina
guidance materials te 111101081M in
Immo-based programs will lie intensiliml. A
significant part el ()CH's disseminalien eller(
will but cm Najnand conference on Heme-linsed
Child Develepmeni Pregrams to he held in
March, 1975. The purpese el this Cenleronce



will be to share experiences and knowledge
gained by Home Start and related programs and
dins to assist Head Start, schools, and other
child .development programs in planning and
implementing strategies which emphasize the
role of parents.

Finally. OCD will provide guidance, training,
and technical support to home-hasbd programs
through several cross-regiorial facilities whose
purpose will be to assist in efforts related to
home-based programs.

The child development community has
responded enthusiastically to the concepts
embodied in -Home Start, and OCD will make
every possible effort to provide to those
interested the guidance and assistance
necessary 'for the planning and operation of
quality home-based comprehensive child
development programs.

F. For Further Information

Further information on the Hoine Start
program or the evaluation can be obtained from
Dr. Ann O'Keefe, who has been the national
director of Home Start since its beginning, and
from Dr. Ester K resh, the Project Officer for the
evaluation. Their address is:

Office of Child Development
Office of Human Development
Depa rtment of Health, Education, and Welfare
P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013
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EARLY CHILDHOOD TRAINING PROGRAMS

Associate Professor J. Goodnow,
Macquarie University

Most if not all of this audience is
concerned with educating or advising people
whose actions have an impact on young
children. i.e. people in the role of parent. in the
role we label "teacher". or in the role of policy-
maker. If you wonder about my putting
"teacher" in inverted commas, it reflects ray
increasing feeling that the word is used in so
many different ways that it is a sure route te
problems in communication. A t the least. I have
come to feel, like Lewis Carroll, that a word with
so many meanings should be paid double!

My own concern today is to describe a
particular training prograrn, namely, the one
given this year at Macquarie University. The
explicit goal of this program first suggested
by the Fry Committee, and funded by the Interim
Committee of the Children's Commission is to
enhance the skills of people who already have
some commitment to the area of early childhood
and who appear likely to have a -ripple" effect
in 1976, i.e. appear likely to influence others.

Describing one particular program may
seem to you a far cry from the overall issues in
training for the early childhood area. This is
really not so. It is true that this year's program
is a -special" (in Macquarie terms, an -ad hoc"
course.) The issues we have faced, however, are
issues-that come up in any form of education for
people working with young children -- the issue,
for example, of who should do when And how
do you know they have the skills to do it,

in addition, describing Macquarie's
program has the advantage of answering
questions we are often asked. This year's
program, with its special funding., explicitly
recognizes the importance of working with
young children an a roe often regarded as low
in priority and prestige. This yeer's program is
also part of a new emphasis on accountability in
education. On both counts, it is only reasonable
that we should face the questions that more and
more of yen are facing, namely: Whnt .ore you
trying to do? And how ore you trying to do it?

One most genera I Ale live is the one

15
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already mentioned: a -ripple" effect in 1976.
This ripple effect. as we see it, may take several
forms. One is a direct training role. For
example. in 1976 a number of the partitipants
will be offering courses for people working
towards a degree or diploma in early childhood
education: face-to-face courses, complete
courses.. bridging. conversion and end-on
courses all within the setting of a University or
a College of Advanced Education. We are told.
for instance, that 1976 may see 32 training'
programs of this kind in Australia, in contrast to
6 available a few years ago. Alternatively, the
direct training role may take the form of courses
offered to paraprofessionals (e.g. Child Care
Associates), or to parents and parents-to-43e. A,t
the moment, the setting for these latter courses
is' not as clear, and the -impetus towards them
seems less strong. than _is the case for courses
specifically leading to certification as a teacher.
If Australia proceeds as other countries have:
however, the demand for such additional forms
of direct training-will increase in the future, and
the settings within which they are offered will
diversify. I would expect to see, for example.
courses for Child Care Associates or Child Care
Certificates offered hoth within Technical
Colleges and Colleges of Advanced Education.

A direct training role ih 1976, however, is net
the only form 0 ripple effect may take. A second

the form of a catalyst or facilitator role.
There is a tremendous need within Australia for
people in the area of early childhood to, become
aware of one another's existence and to develop
effective ways in which various groups can
cooperate: parent groups, community groups,
school groups, baby health centres, teacher
educators. political groups. etc.

Two final forms of effect I have come to call
"resource" and "modelling- rules. Whatever

r participants do in 1 676, we hope they will
rve as useful sources of inform:04m with

regard to wha t's happening in the area of early
childhood. In we hope the!, wIll, bY
their own
servo -as
flexibili ty,

actions and their own proposids,
niodels of open-mindedness owl
reflectiug the general premise on



which the program was based. This premise
may be stated in a single phrase. namely: -there
is selderri only one right way". or, more
positively, "there is always more than one way-,

I would like at this point to counter any idea
that each of these roles has a separate setting,
e.g. the- training role limited to Colleges, the
facilitator or catalyst role .to communities.
Nothing could be further from the truth. We
cannot conveniently divide the world into
separate areas: school here, family there.
community in another little box, and
policy.makers in another. Theoretically, none of
these settings exist in a vacuum, and our
training should not encourage this illusion of
isolation. Practically, no one in the area of ?.arly
childhood can live out the kind of enclosed or
sheltered existence that separateness implies;
at least. not if they wish to remain effective. It is
true i:,at the maiority ef the people in the
Macquarie program will be working within
Colleges of Advanced Education. I here that
future will not be held against them. It is also
true that the majority of them have some form of
tertiary training already: diplomas from a
Kindergarten or Nursery Teachers' College.
degrees in social work or other content areas.
certificates in nursing: I hope none of those
qualifications will be held against them.
Whatever their background and their future
setting, however, they must all expect to play a

..variety of roles, to be able to serve as educator,
coordinator, advisor, facilitator. catalyst,
researcher. For those of you who wish to explore
that point further, I would strongly recommend
Millie Alrny's new book The Early Childhood
Educator at Work. By -early childhood
educator", Almy means a person whose role
-extends beyond the classroom, to provide
support to teachers and to parents (p.
Among the early childhnod -educators. she
continues, "some are classroom teachers, but
teachers with profound knowledge of children
and deep respect for parents, and skill in
working with other adults. Others are known as
directors, consultants, or coordinators. Titles do
not matter (pp. 260-261).- What does matter is
-the depth of their insight . . . the breadth of
their knowledge (p. 261)." and their capacity -to
feel for and with others as distinct from going
through the motions of doing for others (p. 261).-

What are we doing to prepare the
Macquarie 1)0 rticipa nth' for these Vil pious typos
of ripple effect, for these diverse roles? Lot mo
briefly outline some of tho stops. Some refer to
(irons you might expect to oncounter in a

2 2

number of programs: areas such us child
development, curriculum, the nature of the
family. and the community area. Others are less
often encountered. Theso hayo an explicit link to
the expected role of our program. and I shall
describe them first.

For all areas. 1 would like first to make
explicit one recurring feature. We are trying not
to repeat areas of strength that already exist,
but to fit ourselves to what Ann O'Keefe so
positively terms "areas of lesser strength". In
part, our continuing assessment of -lesser
strengths- is based on an increasing knowledge
of the partiCipants and their statements about
what they want. It is also based on an
assessment of what we see as areas of concern
on the general Australian scene, So, if I seem to
stress such points as open-mindedness, co .
operation, caution in the use of labels,
pragmatism, and a willingness to look carefully
at where we are going. I intend no slur on the
Macquarie participants. They are not uniquely
short _of these virtues, any, more than all of us
human beings are.

Some Special Features

The most immediate of these is the diversity
of the participants, the staff, and the invited
speakers. The participants vary in educational
and geographical background: they vary also in
age and experience: and they vary in their
beliefs about what is needed in order to provide
a good life for young children and their parents.
It is this diversity and the thoughtfuLness
behind many of the beliefs that I find
especially interesting and werthwhile. In effect,
we have 52 resource people right on one spot.
We have begun to make use of their expertise as
lecturers and content organizers, and I often
feel we will do well if the only thing we achieve

, is an effective sharing of what these 52 people
already know and feel. in addition, we have a
diversity of staff. You have already heard from
I.ilian Katz and Ann O'Keefe. Also iLivolved are
A ilsa Burns, Maureen Fegan, Faye Pettit, Robin
Porter, Di Grafton, Lewis Crabtree, and myself.
It would be burdensome to attach specific
names to particular content areas but, briefly,
we cover child development, teacher education,
community needs, parent programs, evaluation
studios, and an assortment of other, areas.
Finally, we have a diversity of invited speakers

"external staff"; these range through leaders
of playgroups, parents of childre i with special
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aiming at a complete listing of projects and
programs that would take years and would be
out of date by the time we had finished but
we do Wish to gain a sense of what's happening
and most important an awareness of the
majorlssues involved in various settings.

It is-the issues that we ourselves have still to
grapple with more closely. Some that have
emerged are as follows:-,
(a) How can we bring about -cooperation and
mutual respect among caregivers? We need
both more information about what other people
are doing, and more recognition of the fact that
they often have a great deal to contribute.

(b)-- How do we prepare for follow-through or
carry-ow_ir? Many of the arrangements we make
for young children are dependent _ for any
impact or for maximal impact on someone
else following-through, either at home or in the
primary school. How' can we help people
recognize the need for follow-through, plan for
it. and find out whether it actually happens?

(c) What are the bases on which we as
parents% educators, or policy-makers can
makaa _choice between onb setting and another?
Betwesn bile form of staffing and another:? In
part,, this means. coming to terms with
constraints of time, money, personnel, and
government or council regulations.

It also means facing up to some of the
questions that- recur in looking at curricula,
namely:

(a) What ard our objectives? What are vle,
trying to do? Are these objectives the same as
those held by others: children, parents,
communities, policy-makers?.

a
( b) How can we determine whether these
objectives have been met? These questions,
especially in an era of "accountability", are so
important and so pervasive that we plan to make
them an area of their own.

Area 4. Objectives, Evaluations and
Philosophies

I know it seems as if each time I mention a
topic. the question of objectives turns up. It is
really not as frightening a term as it seems to be
for some people in the early childhood field. We
all have objectives, whether we call them
-goals". "aims". -concerns-, etc. The need
exiats, however, to make them explicit and to
present them in a form that makes it possible to
ask whether they have been met, and whether
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they are shared. In these days of funding and
evaluation, more and more people are asking
about objectives and the danger exists, if you do
not state your own, that pther people will
assume you have none or will write some for
you. Within the Macquarie program, we hope
that the participants will become less shy of-,
terms like "objectives", will come to distinguish_
between short-term and long-term vals, and
will come to look for relationships between
objectives and what is done. We hope that they
will become more specific than saying their
objectivc is the -development of the whole
child" or -the improvement of conditions for the
working mothar". At the same time, we hope
they will not forget :such simple and_
measurEible --objeLtives as the physical safety
of children, parental satisfaction with_ a
program, and children's sallsfaction with a
program. Basically, we want people to try to
sort out their own priorities, to recognize and
accept the fact that these priorities may not be
the same as those held by others, and to start
asking how some form of cooperation or
compromise can be reached.

Evaluation is the other side of the
"ohjectives" coin. It may be informal or formal;
you may carry out your own or someone else
may de it for you. It need not always be the
high-powered, large-scale, super-statistical
beast that many seem to think it is. Knowing how
to read the reports of highly technical
evaluations is a skill we hope some of our
participants will develop. Thinking in terms of
whether one achieved what one intended,
however, is an attitude and a skill we hope to
see develop in all of them. So also is an
increasing alertness to the need to look carefully
at evaluation programs, with an eye to asking

'whether the measures used are appropriate to
the original objectives.

We have added the term "philosophies" to
this area because we wish to look at some of the
"imponderables" in setting up objectives and
evaluations. Since we could spend the whole
year on this question, however, we hope to bring
it into focus somewhat by some specific
sub-topics. One of these is a topic dealing with
the "roles" or -styles" that people see
themselves as playing. and do play e.g. we
shall ask whether pre-school' teachers act and
perceive themselves as playing primarily a
"maternal", -therapeutic", or "instructional"
role to use some of-Lilian Katz' terms (Katz,
1970). In effect, we shall be concerned with
what educe tors believe they are doing, and with



developing ways of observing what is actually
done.

The other way in which we hope to bring
-philosophies" down to a me.nageable bite is
incorporated into Area 6 -/the last I plan to
talk about.

Area 5. Sociological, his o ical and com-
parative contexts

For myself, I find a reading of past provisions
for young children the quickest route to
tolerance. We have been in the past so sure that
some particular approach was the answer to 'all
'our problems. We have also been arriazingly
fleXible during World War II, for example
in the way we were prepared to shuffle
priorities, Within this year, we db not expect to
cover the complete range .of alternatives but we
do hope to gain some sense of what has
happened locally as well as overseas. Reading
about a Kibbutz or a Chinese,Kindergarten is
extremely useful. It .helps dispel the illusion of
the one'universal right way. But reading about
changes in one's own society is a lot closer to
home. For myself. for example. I am intrigued by
half-day vs, full-day programs. Is the provision
of one rather than the other based on evidence
about differential offeats, or :on the more
political goal of offering something for
everyone?

Equally intriguing is the question: how far is
the extension of pre-school services after World
War II based on the middle-class seeing how
important kindergarten was, or on the decline in
the availability of domestic help? (c.f. Spear rat,
1974).

A knowledge of context, we feel, will widen
the vision of people in the early childhood area.
In effect, it provides another route towards the
general goals of tolerance and of more effective
thinking. We should progress. I feel, beyond
empty battles about -care" versus -education-,
"child-minding" versus "schooling", "certified
teachers" versus -the rest-. There is an

ormously large job to be done,,and we are not
going to do it unless we begin to think clearly
and pull together.
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INITIATIVES TAK EN IN TIM
MELD ElY THE

AUSTIZ ALIA GOVERNMI.:NT

Fry
Permanent NleuilIer, I tttiuiui Committee for th

Commission

TI ordo to phico III perSpe(;tivt the
tives being taken by the Australian

Geverimient ii tho lima of early childhood
eduratien it seems necessary to look at some
initiativoi, taken by-the previous Governments.

The iirst eviuh'iice of interest was apparent
i.'hon the Gi mweilltn Government in 1939
established a pro-school centre in each State

le undertake ii five yea r, research study
child health end concurrently to

iper programmes for pre-school
Iti

These centres known as Lady, Gowrin Child
Centres were financed by, the Li'partment of
lealth. Administration was deldgated to a

recently founded national association of
Kindergarten Unions known as the_Augtralian
Association for Pro-School Child Develapment
and more recently-as the Australian Pre-School
A ssocia

This or anise ion operating under a grant
from the Federal Covernment employed a
professional officer to co-ordinate the work of
the Cowrie Centres and to bring together the
voluntary agencies responsible for their
administration within ouch State.

Far the first time it became possible for
pre-subiiel education to be considered on a
ncitional level. While voluntary agencies within
each State continued to be-dependent on local
initiatives, machinery had been established
whereby professional and non-professional
members of pre-sf.'hool organisations could meet
together on a regular basis to consider the work
of the Gowrie Centres and to discuss other
matters of mutual interest.

initially only Kindergarten Unions were
represeoted but later other organisations were
iri'vited to attend meetings and later still to join
State branches. These were established to bring
together voluntary agencies and professional
groups associated with the care and education

2 7
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of pre-school children

. St mthes aimed to Illect
needs of member organisations within the State,
to stimulate interest and concern for the needs
of young children ;Ind to prfivide iniminNtion nn
the situation within the S1.1 to and ucross the
nation.

The A.P.A. developed Hn over widening
concern. It organised 'Feachers' College
principals to meet together to develop
programmes of teacher education which were
accepted across Australia: It developed
nationally accepted standards for pro-school
and day-care centres, organised national
conferences, introduced post-graduate training
for professional officers and later sponsored a
scholatship scheme to encourag further
studies both within Australia and overseas. The
A .P.A. was responsible also for the publication
of the only journal in Australia devoted
exclusively to matters associated with young
children.

In the absence of any other national
authority the A.P.A. represented Australia on
International organisations and provided
information for the Federal Government on
matters of national concern. In 1972 it was
named in the Child Care Act as the authority to
assess the qualifications of staff in child care
centres which received Federal Government
assistance.

The A.P.A., established by the Federal
Government, thus provided community involve-
ment in the formulation and implementation of
policy long before -community involvement"
had become a fashionable notion cr accepted as
Government policy.

In 1972 the Federal Government introduced
the Child Care Act. This Act aimed to improve
the quality of care in day care centres and to
provide capital grants, recurrent assistance for
qualified staff and to special needs children and



p,rant fuir research and
related to ishilt1 I ii r(!.

III /III hit(' pl
subsidies for pre-scheel editeatiim hill Ill the
introduction of the Child Care Act assistan.ie
%vas provided kir children in day care for the
first time in most States. It also the first
time since the estahlishment ef the Lady Gowrie
Centres in 1939 that money had heen made
available for resetireh and evaluation.

In Commouwealth Scholarships were
made avai Is Ye for stmlents iii pre-school
colleges on it Jame hasis as those paid te
StUdelliti iii other tertiary edtwation
This was sign:fir:11.! hei.:nise the majority cg
students who trained as pre-school teachers
undertook their trtlining in colleges sponsored
by v Hillary agencies and unlike teachers of
olch. J.eildrisi. they were required to suppert
themselves and pay for their training.

In 1969 the Pre- elmol ollege: crane; Art
provided unmatchrie capital groilts III 1JXIJ(lll(!
pre-school teaelier training facilities in all
States. This Art created another precedent. 1
was the first time that unmatched capital grants
had been paid by tho Federal Government for
educational institutions Ixithin the States. Four
years later the cost 4 students' fees were met
and all students wiire 1..yarcled unhonded non-
means tested living tine- res.

On February tho Aust
Government announced the este Lediment o_
Australian Pre-schools
Committee. pending its
Commission, was app
Education. The Ce
recommend rneasui

ommittee. This
tablishment as a

the Minister for
.J.Jos asked to

the Government
should adopt to rinser -it all children be given
the opportunity to :ifertake one year of
pre-school education --id that child care
provided for children helew school re-e to meet

(irking
r'he 1rpiir ; of this
.lovemher 1973. On

exactiy one year
the Australian

the needs of children '-

underprivileged farnilie
Committee was tabled
February 18th 1974.
after the establishment
Pre7schoo1s Committee the Prime 'Minister
announced that the Social Welfare Commission
had been asked to look at the development of
pre-school and day care opportunities front a
welfare aspect. A Project Team was established

.to advise the Social Welfare Commission on the
following matters:
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Preinisali, ler an en ellen! ::iitoime Hach
wmild inala: early Joni visilde progress
tewards providing pre- schmil oppuritmitifti
h)r ovory A w;11%Ilinn child within

Pr(ipw-;ids hir compriditHI:'ilVf! Carr! IVIN)
111 1W! throughout

Australia en 1 prierity !weds hasis. These
services would he Australian Government
sponsopml and conammily based; they
would incorporate Varying typos of
assistance relating te the care or children
hefore and alter entry to formal schooling
and related counselling tied eductiticnial
assistance for parents; those services wore
to he integrated with pre-sehool, Helmet
programs and other serviees.

Sovoll Ill

ihis
made:

tufts later, Jill 9th. the
isn-itilig the Prime .1%:1 inister

tho Government's dec:ision to
:hildreirs ( i miii isiiou I iii Making
intent the follmving statement was

1. Pending the l!Stii hlislunent under Sititate of
the Ghiklren's Commission, the Interim
(jellunission for the Children's Commission
will work, in co-operation 1.vith other
Ii pnropriii t Aust
authorities, towards the provision of
serviens for children belnw school uge and
children mit of school hours. The services
%yin he designed te promote the well-being
of te cilhance the quart,: of life
i_ind to promote equality of oppe uity for
children and their parents. Tito special
needs of handicapped, non-English
speaking, A horiginal, isolated and other
such gieaps of children will be recognised.

The Interim Committee will be respilosible
to the Special Minister of State in his
capacity as Minister Assisting the Prime
Minister. The interim Committee will
eesure that:

the program is flexible:
O the program is conmumity has
O services are integrated:
O the program develeps within a

framework of clearly defined
priiiritios, with firi,t priority given to
these in greatest need:
services recognise 0-0 the care and
di2velopment of children aro inter-
related so that there is no rigid

aylion between educating and
caring for children.

?.



The Interim 1 Auninittee will be mindful el
the Government's inteotimi that by 1 9110 ill

children in Australia vill have ,iecess Iii

services designed to hike c:i TI it their
educational, iunotiorril. Idly:acid, serial
arid recreatielial Heeds.

3. T 110 Int(rn-1i Loini.attue ;Intl
1)1'111110h: hilt! r/I1;i41 ItIVH11 /1/1110111 it

rtingv, of .1 and
integrated childhood s vices. inchitling;

o early childhood oduriation;
O loll thy cAre. fainillav care. sinall

group care, etc:
o plavgreups, toddler, ,
O occasional care,
,2 before ,ind after -a

care:
irmergency car

e onv other ;1!rvi, tliot nriv
nnrnss;Irv III ii!HINI hli ! la order tit

meet the leig!,-terill ohleete.:,

-t. liT ortIA;r cart.",' out it It h the
Geriunittiat will

O Examine the relative needs fd
communities in Anstrall the
provision of integrated, diversified
tind comprehensive childlu -ervicers;

e determine the relevant factors to be
considered in the rating of communities
on the basis of need, and establish an
equitable rating system for the
disbursement of funds aniong
communities according to need:

o stimulate community participation in
the expression of needs and in the
design I implementation of services:

o establish procedures for receiving and
processing of applications for
Australian Government ass. _nce;

make recommendations to the
Miaister on tbe immediate financial
needs of communities and priorities
within those needs.
make recommendations on financial
arrangements for the Australian
Government to make availahle
assistance to State. Territory,
regional, local government, non-profit
and other organisations, and to other
persons involved in the services or in
related research:
consult with other Australian
Government authoritieu on the
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prt 11,1 ittien itt fonds iii respect of
relevant services provided by them;
ris minuend the linnet:1:d limn:11)1es on

Whited services tire te
Ile;

recommend standards H

11101(1 Hit! nature of the
oregrour.

0 initiate, eourdintite awl where
necw-iwirv, conduct on-the-

inlensive training, and
cinivor,don courios fur nersonnol to he
involved in the prram. Those
coores would provide training for
community development personnol,
day mothers, parents, child earo
aides, child care advisers. wend
worker!i. -1111.1 othe persons
servic the Committee finds will be

iirfil/ !Jr d(!:-,IM

premete the incrt!ned provision ot
appropriate fermal training for

Tif(-!ssiomd, suh-prolessionol ;And

peronnel in-alded for the
implementation of the progrom;

O recommend adequate conditions of
employment for personnel to be used
in the program particularly those who
are not presently covered by any
award, determination or agreement;

O devise a system of job classification
iind examine itccredita Hon require-
moults pio'sonnol to he involved in
the implementation of the program;

e proinote research, including pilot
projects, and undertake evaluation
of these programs;

O collect and disseminate information
air promote publicity in order to
create a climate of enquiry in relation
to childhood services;

o arrange the drafting of appropriate
legislation for the establishment of the
Children's Commission and advise on
the implications of this for existing
relevant

5. For these purposes. the Interim Committee
may

e where appropriate, consult with
Australian, State and local
Government authorities and such
authorities, bodies and persons as it
thinks necessary:
with the approval of the Minister, set



111 or other ,olvi
he ii !s ft i I the Loiiiiiiinee the
determination of Iii i hi!

with renard Ii 0,irtiriihr ',speLts
the program

reeu11111101111 i!t1;11,

it lielievetr, Hia,porl
its ()nitrations;

o lIlt Ottiiti ill the Iiinolovniew iF

consilltoots fit I i rut, :;iiecilic

7. Th Interne Comodttee shall Fit

responsible for initiating the progri-ini iii
llter than 1 January t075. and will, in the
ine;inwhile f,d...e over rH-;1)111Pi!-Iiiiiv for Ch,
iliffltl

imitownts, and those in the Territories,
II the area of child care and pre-schools.

Tile Children's Conmussion Hill was
Wiroclucitcl into thit House of Reor(Hentatives liii

April 1 5th 'rind minor
on !Ylay 1.3 th.

The fliill:tiltlislif the Haninission iii
follows:

to asr:ortaill the needs iti the A List
community for services for c hildren and
ttt Inakfl rmsoffilnendiiiinn8 10 Ow Millit-dnr
iii reSpect iii thow needs, includini_i
reciainnen6 lions in rehition to:
(0 organised means of providitli.i and

finiincing services for childien:
(ii) Ihe financial assistance to he

provided by Australia to, or t

organisations established liv. the
governments of the States -.1ral

Territories and local government
authorities, and to c haritable
organisations and other organisations
and persons, for the establishment.
development and maintemince of
means of providing services for
children or for research and
planning in relation to those Services:
and

(iii) tho miimueiition 111111 training of persons
involvod, or to be involved, in the
provision of services for children:

A invnstintr merio of serlirliv,
with the approval of the Minister, to
arrange for, the representation of
Australia or of the Commission on
organisations established by the

andieritv, wont: orgaiiisatiiiits
if ti ire involved ii servichs for

H le Lila! p.o.l
Hk.IA Ii for children. ineholing planning

throughout
.Awur iii 1 comprehensive
range of sorvii: it for children;

Hi) Ihe co-ordination and iii tm:ttrtu tiioi of
services for chihircn; and
the involvlanent, to the test
extent practicable, of members of
loc.!! liii I other communities in the
prov'ft,ion of ,,ervic es for children;
and

I !1.1.,,T; Minister, to nmke
er;olls mil iii the moneys of tile
:amillis:-.non, on such coneitions, if filly, as

1.110 aalioussion dinarminos, of financial
anco iii tho kmd reforreci to in sub-

pilragraph (.1)

I it the functions of the
niumssioli under suh-section (1), the

.onimission sholl hilVi.t such other functions as
are conferred on Li !Iv or under any other Act,

!omission shall exercise its functions

F;il ensuring that priority is given to the
provision of services fo children in

ta where the realest need
for those services exists;

( h) subject to paragraph (a), ensuring that
servicos for children are available to meet
ill needs for such services:

(c) improving the range of services for
children availabluin Australia:

(di ensuring that services for children
provided in Australia ere of an adequate
standard:
meeting the needs of children suffering
disadvantages for social. m:onomic,
health, ethnic. (motional, cultural, lingual
or ether reasons; and
encouraging diversity, flexibility and
innovotion in tho provision of services for
children.

prn
Departments
established b
Departments

unctions, the
tii _ greatest extent

consult and co-operate with
of State and with authorities
ir under laws of Australia. being
or authorities responsible for



Wil)0115 Hi. HU! If, 111(!

training of persons lo provide, and die provision
or hir

Tho i'amirnission may all things dial :ire
necessary or convenient to lie (haw for or in
connection with the performance of as hinctions
arid, in particular, withont limiting the
generality of the foregoing, tho

may immitii:t on inquiry, including a
puhlic inquiry. into any matter being
investigated by the Commission: told

(h) may engage, or mako other arrangement
with, person to carry out planning or
research for, or to slimily information or
make sulimi-sions to. the Comilir:-;sion.

The Limmussoal may, by instrument uncler
its seal. di,!,4,tate to a member, or to :1 mom hor
the 1';

generally
-11 1.0 stib-sechlin 2(1 I ), either

erwise as provided by the
instrument sition, all or (iny of ; powers
under thi.t-r, Art (eNLI!ilt ElliS p(11.1:1!1'(.11(1)it!qiit(1)11).

A defog in under tlUs section is revocable
at vill and does not prevent the exercise of a

--vor by the Cormnission.

The services for children will inclmle.

( a)

(c)

the care of pre-school a
time or times of the day when they are n t

being cared for in their own homes;
tlut education of pre-school a;__-tml

the c:are of children other than pre-school
aged children at a time or limos of the day
when they are not being provided with all
educational service and aro not fAng
cored for in their own homes:
tho core of physically or mentally
disablocl or handicapped children at a
time or times of the day when they aro not
being provided with a prescribed service
and are not being cared for in their own
homes:

( et assistance to par Ilk In connection w
(:;ire of their sick children in their own
homes a a time or times of the day when
the parents are engaged in employment:

f) assistance to, and counselling of. parents
in relation to tho raising of children: and
other services, not being educational
services or other services prescribed for
the purposes of this paragraph, provided
to children, or to the parents of ehildreft
that will be conducive :to meeting the
needs of children having sporin I needs or
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ri if it' t p ysi Irani l

development el. children.

th ol 1(17: approval has
!well I_Oven for the Wilding of ohOot 560
pre=schools mut v care centros 3(.)

hooilv day care units have boon organised and
pro-scluml
immencorl
()lily:groups

to existing

1)1.11)!1`;1(11"-; plity)(1)11)_',

(101/ ritlY progr im have kin
Finiewo Hen available
;old recorreill ;I!-;sist(inc(! tiaic
pre=chool and day care serviLes.

! have !Ham vided for
isolated cluldt'en a for children who are
plivically. Iturally or emotionally

Assistance has ,,Iso hem );(111`11 tO the care
school aged children ImlOrt! :Old after school
;Ind during school holidays. Health programs
have been developed to provide regular health
care and maim feasibility studies aro being
underk;ken to ;:iscertain what kinds of services
might he most elks:live in the hiture.

A wide range of training courses to ensure
ndequate provision of qualified staff hove

also been supported. Increased numbers of
students aro enrolled in traditional pre-school
institutions. There has been an increase in the
number of institutions offering diploma courses
and a diversity of coursos have been introduced.
The,,:m new courses include conversion courses
for teachers trained in other than pre-school

Thing, rofresher courses for pre-school
teachers wishing to re-enter the workforce,
sub-professional courses for people assisting
teachers and working in day care, in-service
training and a two-year part4ime degree course
for teachers holding a diploma.

To overcome the shortage of staff needed by
training institutions a special ono-year course
for 50 students is being provided by Macquarie
University,

Whether or no. the initiative so far taken by
the A ustrahan Government and those which
might be taken in the future provide for the
well-being of children, enhance their quality of
life and provide equality of opportunity for
children and their parents will depend on the
knowledge, onderstanding and integrity of those
who set out to put the Australian Government
program into practice.

The initiatives undertaken by the Australian



Government have enabled individunlo.
community groups, voluntary agencies,
Government Departments and acadamic
institutions to undertake the development of
programs which they miy or may not have
undertaken withcat then,. Tha Australian
Government has provided not only financial
support but also an organisational structure and
a philosophical bas ts on which now prorrams
might be developed.

While Committees have been appointed and
dispensed with and while reports have been
written and legislation formulated and debated,
facilities for children have beun expanded and
continue to be developed.

Ninny ponplo not provionidy n-,5ocinted vri h
the care and education of young children have
recently become involved. There is a danger
that now-comers to the field may believe they
have all the solutions to the problems of early
childhood care and education, primarily
because they have not had time to discover what
problorns havo be solved.

Early childhood educators in particular must
understand the implications of what they do. For
too long education has been seen as the
experiences of a child in an institution called a
school. Providing these experiences for childron
in day care and other places, including their
home, have for some reason not been seen by
teachers as educational.

Whether or not the present programs for
young children succeed or fail will depend en
early childhood educators like yourselves.
Words like 'flexible programs', 'community
involvement' and 'priority of need' will come to
mean nothing unless you are prepared to
translate them into practice. The dichotomy
between care and education can only be
eliminated when people who work with children
come to believe that everything which happens
to a child within his home or outside it is in fact
education.
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rnlior Lecturer in Early Ghildheed.

State College ef Victoria

c.lonust red vith the h mpre-
hensive schemes to help parents that we heard
about yesterday, I kuow I III) plenghim_; a very
tiny field. ilut I helleyo its an important oeo,
am concerued with the predurthal
audio-visted materials hr use by p.trents"
discussion groups;

At lOSt V0111'i4 meeting If tIns As=;(n* tion,
sorht you may rementher, I spoke this
project wl linancedltv (1 grant [rem the
Australian Government through the Advisory
Committee on Glnld Care Research. This
allowed me to smirk under the wine el the
Australian Council for Educational Research for
two days a week for a year.

Now people ire t-iaving "Is your project
finished?" Um glad to say it's not finished,
because for work of tins kind, to he finished
would moan it had ceased to be useful.
However, the grant is finished, and Part I of the
project, if I can eall it that, has resulted in the
production of two short films, throe sets of
colour slides with commentaries and some
scripts for leaflets. Those we have tried out with
some parent groups, and are now revising in the
light of the parents' responses.

Because it was necessary to have a specific
audience in mind when designing the materials,
it was decided to concentrate on providing for
small discussion groups of parents whose
"normal- first cflild was about one month old .

six months old, or twelve months old.

New parents arc in the process of learning
basic parenting skills, and developing their
child-rearing attitudes and styles. Even those
who held very firmly expressed attitudes before
becoming parents may he finding that the
realities of the situation are causing them to
think again. Suggestions which help them to
-adopt sound practices at this stage are likely to
benefit succeeding children, and possibly
grand-children!
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t seems that these iluW parents d not need
instructem. so nuich as some basic

I)lIiI1lIi;iIiiol (01 lin! need. ()I 11;11.11CS. togetllur
Htli 1.111p;ithiC ,-;11p1MIVI 1!--; they werk out their

ee, deeph. held values, their circumstances,
their ()wit reasollable needs, and like the need
el their child for the kind ef care that will help
hen .ittain tell and healthy develepment. To

hieye successful add-rearing is nu easy task,
hie IS Ill ellemng process of adoptien to change,
that requires buth cenhdence m oneself and
oehdence ill the child.

Krim II grime discussions with parents whose
rhild is 11)utit the same age, allow a sharing of
ideas and practical suggestions for alternative
eoorses of totion, with others who have similar
concerns and who are going through similar
experiences. But, because groups of parents
discussing im Ines may he shoring ignorance,
and ex(lianging mis-information, it is desirable
that someone is present who has a knowledge of
child development. There are many such people
el nuist cemmunities who could help bridge the
goo between the knowledge that is becoming
available, and the parents who want to know.
But they are busy people, often without the time
Or resour_ces to search out the knowledge, or
prepare the materials they would need, Wa aim
to provide the materials for their use.

Young children change very rapidly in the
first few years. Parents change with them,
adaptim-4 to each successive phase in their
child's development. New parents find it quite
difficult enough to cope with their child as he or
she is now, without giving much thought to the
future. When asked what they thought of a
particular book on child care, a very frequent
response is, "I only read the bits to do with
babies the age mine was at the time.- With new
parents, especially it seems hest to concentrate
discussion on a clearly stated level of
development. ;old the progress that can be
expected over a limitod period. It is_ very easy
fer confusion to restl.t when a speaker has a six



months old chil in mind, while the Ii teiier is
thinking of one of six weeks. So ii lias seemed
hest to cencontride ell development over periods
of no moro than six !Heaths al time.

The two sl rt films are colici,rnod with two
of the major issues faced by parents and
children when a baby becomes mobile. The
importance of freedom to oxplora, and the safety
problems which this involves in "Joanna"; and
attachment behaviour in "Mark" These are
seen as two of a series of ten films each dealing
with a developmental issue, and at the same
time providing IA_ "modol" of parenting
behaviour that shows, not an "expert"
demonstrating how things should be done, but
average devoted parents doing things in their
own way. The films are very simple, and as
natural as wc could make them, but in mich
there is a slightly exaggerated episode to act as
a discussion "ice-breaker". The bare shelves in
"Joanna's" child-proofed home seem to be
especially effective in starting parents talking,
"How far should parents go -when making their
home safe for an exploring baby?"

Although designed for use with new parents,
and several of my colleagues, have used the

materials with groups of students at varied
levels, and with child care workers, and found
them useful, I hope that some members of the
Association, particularly those from other
States, will be interested in testing them in other
situations, and giving me the kind of "feed back"
I need in order to make them more effective.

I hope that funds will, by some miracle, be
found to extend the series to provide for
pre-natal groups and for parents of children up
to at least three years. We need about $30,000 to
make the remaining films and slides. Meanwhile
I would very much appreciate bearing from
anyone interested in helping test the materials.
My address is:

Miss R. C. Comhes,
Senior Lecturer in Early Childhood,
State College of Victoria,
Institute of Early Childhood Development,
P.O. Box 210,
KEW, 3101. Victoria.
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When 1 i ttempt te iiil CIIIiI II the
persistent issues that ilriNe from a study ef Early
Childhood Education, issnes such as the ni)e a t
which early childhood education should hegin
and the kinds or programs innst likely to promate
optimal development, my theughts lecus un the
first social experience of children and the
importance of early stimulatiun. In ceesidering
the role of the caretaking adult at this peried,
won't attempt to review the ever increasing
volume ef liter:deli!, hut will draw a thaiiiim, III
the main, to some ro trilmtions,

How importont is the odult os e-edialer in
early learning?

It is possible to pos1lioLi individual tiiecurists
and pro ctictioners at Various points on a
continuum ranging from Piaget, at the low
involvement end, to contemporary Russian child
psychologists at the opposite end. I shall define
only the anchors of the continuum.

Piaget focuses attention art the self-initiated
activity of the young child. From the very
beginning, he says, the child's behaviour is
characterised by sensory and motor acts which
gradually become integrated into behaviour
schemes. Through his own iictions the infant
gains new experiences which increase the range
and scope of his activities and in this way he
literally develops his own intelligence. instead
of passively registering environmental events,
the .child interprets them. His responses are
determined by his interpretation of these events,
rather than by the events themselves.
Experience doe., n t exert effects ON, but
instead WITH, in infant. He modifies raw
experience as much as it,changes him.

1.1.4ring the first month of life behaviour is
characterised by unlearned reflex actions
which are differentiated out of the spontaneous.
total activity of tho neonate. Experience modifies
and supplements Mese inherited mechanism:, so
that they become stabilized, generalized and, at
the same time, more discriminating. Piaget uses
three concepts to account for the behavioural
changes arising from the young child's

111 tillivoriiity II ().11o1,1 kind
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experiences with his enviromnent: functional
assimila explinns the child's basic tendency
to exercise a iitructure and make it function;
gimerillizing assimilation explains the tendency

scheme, tor example, tho sucking scheme, to
extemiAself and g.'neralize to objects such as
fist, finger. blanket or toy: recognitOry
assimila Hoe explains how the hungry infant
selecls n snitahle object to suck, for example a
nipple or teat rather than a fist or blanket. This

k brought about by the repetition
ef ;whom; resulting from functional and
geniiralizice .issmula hon.

oo r'ohi'eric to a mediating
adult whip he spisiks of the inient's growing

v;i a fie. preporties of environmental
einectsenl his erganiza lion Of sensory input
Irina his serrimmlings. The mothers of Piagetian
lahlrea ire Heldom active participants in the

h,a ruing praeesses ef their children. Instead,
tlw\ ;ire shadowy forms in the background
previding unobtrusively to: the children's
Phsic:ilimeds.

I new torn to Ink to the Russian position at
opposite end of the continuum.

lhrl1IIh:lulJreiIrltlr ( !OM) speaks of -upbringing"
as virtually a national hobby in the U.S.S.R.
Everi, man, wonian and child accepts
resperrsibility for the upbringing of all young
SIIVILIL eitizens in accordance with the officially
endersed and widely publicised views of
Makarenko. the leading Soviet educator. It is
net surprising then, to find a strong emphasis on
adult mediation between the child and his
envirimment running through the writings of
leading Riissi.,i child psychologists.

Yendovitskaya, in "The Psychology of
Pre-School Children" (1971) says:

The main factor in the establishment and
development of a reciprocal relation
between the young child and his
surrounding environment is the social
interaction of the child with the socializing
adult.



NobNitlistanding the Russian finding that not
all infants respond fa vournbly to early
stimulation, social mediation begins from birth.
In the hospital nurseries all normal newborns
are stimulated visually iiid aurally hy
"teachers- who "sing to the neonates, dangle
coloured rings before their eyos and shake a
tambourirm to their ears",

Yin WIrvitSkilVa rl:f1!1"!-; 10 the first signs
neonatal attennen Ill !ilt'ilOiilllI ntal objects ns
-uncenditienill erieutiun red. These
reactions are characterised le, an optimal
erientatnm et the sensory orgiel tewards the
object, and Lii elevated sliusitivity el this organ,
a state et ;Weirs which. Yendevitskaya helieves.
provides the best cenditiens for perception.

This emergence of the two-sided social
interaction of the adult with the child is marked
by the acceptance, in the child of 2=3 months, of
characteristic arousal reactions to particular
objects. In the course of the interaction the adult
first uses indicatory gestures and then words to
attract and hold the infant's attention. In this
way the adult strengthens the object's direct
influence on the child, and diverts him from
other thing's. As a result, the child learns to
isolate objects from the surrounding environ-
ment and to attract the attention to another
human being.

Thus from birth, the adult takes the initiative
in directing the infant's early learniug
experiences. She mediates between the infant
and the surrounding objects, organising his
perceptual experiences in such a way that he
attends to those parts of the environment which
the adult selects and brings to his notice. The
role of the adult is a deliberately fashioned and
forceful one, tempered by affection for the child,
and it stands in marked contrast to the adult
role implied in Piaget's -theory of cognitive
development, In Russian child-rearing practice
the coring adult is Unlikely to be the child's
biological mother.

The Origins of Adult-Infant Inter ctions,

From birth the infant is attracted by moving
objects. and by objects with black and white
contrast, or sharp contours. Accordingly. the
mother's face becomes an effective stimulus for
the infant, and he focuses his gaze upon her as
she holds him in her arms while she feeds him.
Invesfigations of the origins of attachment
behaviour suggest that soon after birth, or
within a few weeks, many of the naturally
occurring behaviours of infants such as crying,
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scenning, sucking, clinging, smiling and
vocalizing come to be directed towards the
mether as she cares for him. Thus the mother
becomes thLi target for these spontaneous
actiemi, permitting nnd encouraging the infant
to do what comes naturally.

Nicimrds (Itt7-1). who prefers the ct .opt uf
"psYchologicat communication- to that of
athichment, says that ;it hirth the infant
pohsesses cognitive mechanisms which lend to
his being attracted by the perceived features of
other persens. The first stage in social relations,
he s:iys is a mutual attraction and attentiveness
imtween the infant and the caring adult which
firings idniut the first fleeting social
interchanges.

Newsan (1974) believes that the human
infunt laiologicidly felled to react to
personantntinted events, as these are the only
environmental happenings which are phased in
their timing to co-ordinate in a predictable
manner with his own activities and spontaneous
reactions. The baby is pro-programmed, he
says, with some kind of sensitivity towards
reciprocal social interaction so that shortly
after birth he enters into fi life-long experience
of social communication with other communica-
ting individuals.

Whenever adults react sensitively towards
an infant they do so by monitoring the
mement-to-moment shifts in the infant's
attention and interest, and then timing their
vocalizations or actions in ways _which are
reciprocally patterned with those of the infant.
Out of this reciprocity the ,communication of
shored meanings gradually begins to take place.
Newson believes that most of what a human
infant learns is learned in the context of an
eutgoing dynamic social interaction process.
The inanimate environment, he says, provides
only the most impe-erished stimulus towards an
understanding, in human terms, of the world in
which the infant lives.

Furthermore, according to Newson, the
human infant is biologically pre-programmed to
emit -signals- of a kind that cause the caring
adult to attend to them, and to endow them with
social significance. The mother is constantly
monitoring her baby, and her contingent
responsiveness is based on her acceptance of
him as an individual whose wishes must be
understood and respected, even if not always
met. This social programming to which an infant
is subjected is continuous and cumulative.



The Organization and I)iffurentietien
Behaviour

Trevarthen (Newson 1974) says that from
birth and well before that time, the behavimir of
the human infant is biologically organized in
certain complex ways to serve functionally
appropriate biological ends. The behaviour of
the newborn is never an unpatterned and
random sequence of events, but comes
-pre-packed-, as it were, in the sense that it is
parcelled up in discrete temporal chunks. This
interpretation, which arose from photographic
records of on-going infant behaviour bears a
close resemblance to the stream of behaviour
identified by ecological psychologists Barker
and Wright, some thirty years ago, when
working in naturalistic settings of behaviour.

The infant's behaviour always consists of
chains of extremely brief but quite distinct
intentional gestures which are highly organized
as sequences of co-ordinated actions,
Trevarthen says -movements of head, eyes and
eyebrows, hands and fingers, arms and legs,
together with vocalizations, are all beautifully
articulated and synchronised-.

He speculates that there may be two
distinctly different modes of response,
dispending on whether or not the eliciting
stimulus is an object or a person. In the former
situation. Trevarthen calls the co-ordinated
pattern of activity "pre-reaching", and in the
latter, -pre-speech." As the infant is
-pre-tuned" to produce and to respond to
expressive movement patterns or gesticulations
which conform to certain basic biological
rhythms, the adult is able to communicate with
the infant from birth.

In recent years numerous experimental
studies have sho,vn that from birth the infant is
responsive to his surroundings and that he is
endowed with considerable ability to gather and
process information from his environment. From
birth he is strucred in such a way that he will
help to determine his own life experiences, and
the adults who care for him rnust take this into

-mint.

Pattern of Adult-Infant Interaction.

A considerable number of the papers
presented at the Society for Research in Child
Development Conference in Denver, Colorado,
in April, 1975 were concerned with infant
behaviour. At a symposium on mother-infant
reciprocity researchers presented papers on
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various interaction patterns. One speaker
mainlined developmental processes in mother-
infant gazing behaviour. He videotaped
mother-infant interaction sequeouus over a
period of time and then divided these into gazing
units and sub-units (which he called "glad" and
"sad" units) in order to examine developmental
changes in infant behaviour resulting from a
complex feed back system.

A second speaker examined infant
regulation of maternal play behaviour and/or
maternal regulation of infant play behaviour. A
third speaker investigated gaze direction as the
infant's way of controlling his mother's teaching
behaviour, as she i:lought to show him how to
retrieve a cube from behind a screen. Another
speaker videotaped the course of social
interactions between a sighted infant and his
blind parents, where the mother has been blind
Imm birth and the father. fram 17 years of age.

The most effective presentation to me was an
investigation of infant emotions in normal and
perturbed interactions. In order to study the
infant's contribution to mother-child inter-
actions, the researcher had distorted the
mother-child face-to-face situation by instructing
her to remain totally unresponsive to the infant's
attempts to interact. The split screen tectinique
was used to show the behaviour of the infant
and of the mother simultaneously.

The following interactional patterns were
presented. The first baby, aged 74 days,
attempts to interact with his mother by greeting
her. She fails to respond and this has a sobering
effect upon him. He tries again with an /
enthusiastic greeting. When his mother again
fails to respond his gaze becomes wary and his
movements jerky. He reaches out towards her
and when she ignores this action, he drops his
arms and turns his head away from his mother.

A similar pattern of behaviour in response to
perturbated interactions was observed in a 70
day old infant. An earlier film of the same baby
at 35 days showed that his expressive displays
lacked some of the enrichment observed at 70
days, but he made the same kinds of attempts to
interact with his still faced mother.

In a fourth film a 100 day old infant shows
greeting behaviour towards his mother who
remains unresponsive. The infant drops his
head and turns away and in this act of
withdrawal he orients his face and body away
from his mother. The speaker reported that this



kind of react _ is seen iii babies as young as 2
weeks of age, and is found eresS-culturally. Tim
face is one of goveral expressive cam-
munica ljtiiis. Fhe stone-i. ,iod mother violates
the rules of Stwial intmat:Oen inld the who,
at this into, is ride hound, is trapped in the
contradictiori A Mill face condition to the
infant's approach t_ieliaviour causes his
withdrawal ns 11 cousequonce or his oxpern ince
of failure. This action is akin to tha
behaviour found in hospitalized arid
instittitiOnildiZod children. These
dramaticany highlighted the delicately
patterned interplay of actions and anticipated
responses which, when in coneert, ensure
harmonious interaction between the mother and
the infant.

Schaffer ( 1074) discusses an intensive
investigation of a mother and her infant smiling
at each other, carried out hy Richards (ln7l).
He found that the infant's behaviour goes
through a definite sequence, and what the
mother does during this time must he carefully
phased to the infant's behaviour. If this does net
occur the infant becomes tense and fretful and
eventually begins to cry instead of smile.
Richard's findings here are supported by the
study reported above. Schaffer points out that
even the youngest infant is "no formless blob of
clay" to be shaped and moulded into a pattern
entirely determined by the caretaking adult. On
the contrary he has an individuality of his own
that determines how he responds to parental
treatment, and even determines the nature of
the treatment itself.

The notion of genetically determined
different levels of activity in newborn infants
asserts that infants, by their activity or
passivity, influence the emotional responses of
members ef their families. A busy mother may
respond punitively to an active, demanding
infant, and an athletie father may lose interest
n a son who is content to lie passively in his cot.

Wolff (Schaffer 1974) found that a't birth the
crying response is high-frequency micro-rhythm,
regulated endogenously by the infant's brain
mechanisms, and involving quite complex time
sequences. Ho found at least three distinct
crying patterns which transpit different signals
to the caretaker and which determine, to some
extent, how- much adult attention the child
receives. Infants differ in the extent to which
they can produce intense and prolonged
outbursts of crying and in the intervals between
them and mothers differ in the extent to which
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As a resolt of hese ences the child
advances not niln lrl comp. nce. but also in the
social skills ast4eiatecl xvith enlisting the
co-operation or tr)-s. G ti t-ird consjd0X a social
competence to Du 1nDortant "Dect of
intelligence anti its
throughout t4 -,Iltire 'Isfulness

Continuesa jif sPan. Maternal
responsivenesR, til%n pOvides a necessary
condition for a 110Drnany flAnCtianirig illtallt to
develop social coulDkl.tenct3"

Feur diffkorit ries of infant
competence Gnu PEI Hen d, Those are (a) a
neonate, who ih'(tially atively iIlCorpetent
In the sense tlf functioiIifl, may,
when paired with a ret-Iler who Is highly
responsive to IN is implicit in his



behavimir. gracinully his effectiveness
in dealing iNith hi and social
environment, b) An infan :omputent enough ill

10 his behaviour repertoire ;it birth,
illiiy bo inefficient in getting what he wants. if
paired with i mother who IS unresponsive to his
signals. The infant's further development of
sensory-motor and social skills will be hampered
and his competentx! impnired in eomparison
with ago peers who fire fortunate enough to
have rosponsivo mothers. (c) An initially
malfunctioning infant niay Ije paired with an
unresponsive mother. a life situation which is
heavily weighted against the development of
competence in this disadvantaged infant.

(d) an infant who is endowed with a
potentially efficient repertoire of skills may be
paired with a mother who is responsive to the
signals implicit in the infant's behaviour. This
state of affairs provides the host possiblu,
conditions for fostering infant competence.

Implicit in this ioterprotation of infont
competence is the mOther's sensitivity to the
signals of hor baby and her willingness to
respond to them. This; premise is the antithesis
of the old-fashioned idea that responding
promptly to the inPanr!, signals constitutes
"spoiling, a course nction which most be
strenously avoided b- the caret; !:ing adult.

i

In conclusion, li believe that the stucie
currently being pursued in the area of early
mother-infant interc'etions show promise of a
greatly increased understanding of the
foundations of early learning, and that we as
early childhood eduhaters must take cognisance
of the research ifindings as they become
available. In common with Gordon, Caldwell,
Weikart and otherS in the B.S. and Staines and
similarly minded . people., on the Australian

-scene. I believe that it is too late to begin
providing early childhood education and
devising enriched programs at the 3 year old
level,
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Continued xision and developmont of
early childhood services in Australia has made
it possible for increasing numbers of young
children, toddlers tind oven infants to be placed
in regular hill day care. For many of those
children there will he a ceasequon1 reduction in
the )(mount of contact with their parents. those
adults vvhe are usually most cmicorned with a
child's progress and development. For this
reason it ).vas considered essential that the
dovelopniont tnt childran tin 11V ho recordod
or charted Ii some way. This would onsure that
regular development ceuld he recorded and
more significantly that there INould he available
some riwans of recognizing possibL! in-
consistencies in 111 Vii lnpm en t In mys in
development or possible retardation.

It Was riot envisaged that this record would
provide a sophisticah,_ analysis but rathor an
indication of haw the child's devolopment was
proceeding. If any lag or deloy is indicated then
referral 'for detailed analysis and diagnosis
voeld ho recommended.

The ci ore ef this paper is lo report an the
prngres t1i e re- rch project which has as its
stated objective the

"production of an infant and preschool
child development record which can be
used by teachers, supervisors and pare-

- professional personnel in Child Care
Centres and other institutions dealing with

'Infants and pre-school aged children."
(Burden and Teesdale, 1973 C.1,)

Initial proposals considered that an
instrument of this nature should have a sound
theoretical basis. should be simple and easily
administered or recorded while at the same time
maintaining high levels of validity and

*The research reported in this paper is suppor,,1 by
grants from the Advisory Committee on Child Care
Research. The Interim Committee of tho Children's
Commission and the Resoarch Committee of Salisbury
C.A.E.
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reliability. This would enable the assessment to
he carried out by those who have the cloy to day
responsibility for the ongoing care of the young
child and who

"it can be argued know as much and
perhaps more about his growth and
behaviour than a paediatrician or a
psychologist can learn in a brief interview.
In our concern to be scientific about
;0-.,,_;inient- we have perhaps relied too
heavily . on standardized tests aid
knowledge of normal child development and
not enough on the knowledge of the child
hold by tho person with day to day care of
him". iSparrow,1974 p- 4)

Am t-Ixtensive review of the literature and.of
existing measures of infant and pre-schriol
development did not bring to light any measure
which rnot the requirements of the proposed
Development Record although a small number
had similarly stated objectives. Moro recenitly,
contact hos been established with personnel of
the National Children's Dureau in London ,who
are ongaged in a similar project which closely
parallels this hut who have been unable to
proceed with a standardization of their pilot
Developmental Guidos. (Sparrow, 1974, 1975).
The literature and itmtrument review has led to
tho establishment of a reasonably extensive file
of reviews of instruments which if published
could be of some benefit to those involved in
research and work with infants and young
children. This publication however, must take
second priority to the production Of the
Devolopmeutal Record itsell.

In order to provide a logical and consisterkt .

frame of reference for the behaviours sampled
for the Developmental Record it was intended
from the outcome that the instrument "Have a
sound theoretical basis-.. (Burden and
Tensdale, 1973, C.I.) To date no broad inclusive
theory has been elaborated which accounts for
all aspects of _development (physical,
intellectual. social-personal) in an integrated or



related fashion. This however, does not excuse
the intent. There are the fairly obvious physical
developments which occur in a sequence which
is well established (Gessell and 11g, 1949). The
sequence of development of other behaviours is
also well documented and charted (Sheridan.
1971) though the interrelated significance for
internal process ef these behaviours is less well
elaborated. Of the -develomental theories the
evolved-primate- theories of Piaget. Bruner

and Chomsky may come closest to providing an
explanation for man's development as revealed

,by his overt behaviours. There have been some
recent attempts to relate aspects of cognitive.
moral and social development (Flavell. 1968.
Selman. 1971. 1974) while Piaget (Piaget 1955.
Piaget and Inhelder 1969) has also devoted
considerable attention to this question.

The theoretical focus adopted in this project
is Piagetian. While this focus is obviously
related to cognitive developments certain
explanations for social and personal develop-
ment follow from the adoption of this conceptual
framework. It is not envisaged that there will be
too much difficulty in presenting a broad based
theoretical conceptual framework for the
Cavelopmental Record although this has not
been done formally at this time. Another
outcome of this project could be a later
elaboration in much greater detail of this
theoretical-conceptual framework.

In keeping with the stated objectives of
meintaing simplicity and ease of administre-
tion and to utilimi the accumulating knowledge
abaut particular children developed by their
day to day care givers a was intended (kat the
Developmental Record be an obser. Mien based
instrument. As sech. it would compr..e a series
of stetements of behaviour intended to be
indicative of deyelopmentat, sequences. It was
intended that these behaviour itcrns would he
easily end unmistakably observable in children,
would be closely related to the dynamics of the
developmental processes in as much a,: these
dynamics have beeo elaborated by theorsti
and research considerations and be significautly
related to important aspects of the child's actual
behavirir end development. The Record would
thus avoid it "testing" situation and the
consequent probleps of interpretation of reselts
often encountered when such techniques are
used especially by persennel net trained to do

It been mu obvious in the early months of the
, project thud molly statements of ago related
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behaviours existed already in. some form in the
many instruments that were being reviewed. As
well a good deal of attention was given to
theoretical and research writings of the nature
and dynamics of development and as a result
other items were developed. An extensive pool
of items of age appropriate behaviours was built
up in this way. These items were charted at one
month age intervals up to age 48 months. From
this pool of items a more selective list was
drawn up. Items were included in this initial
experimental format on the basis of their fit with.
theoretical or conceptual considerations and the
observability of the behaviour in normal or
natural environmental situations. As well.
consideration was given to obtaining a
reasonable cover or spread of items over the
four year age range. At this stage these items
were field tested for their appropriateness for
inclusion in th;sjnaL experimental format. This
field testing as carried out in Day Care
Centres and,i'n private homes. It was necessary
to ascei tain whether the items selected at the
various age levels were indicative of the
development of children at tha_Lagt and whether
the items gave a clear and gimple ifidicatien of
behaviour which could be observed br reported.
At this stage behaviours were checked as
-passed". -net passed" or -don't know-,. A
simple analysis of patterns of responses tO the
items was carried out and comments from the
investigators, from Day Care personnel and
from parents about the items were sumniarized
to assist in the selection of items for die final
experimental format. As a result of considering
these the need for certain modifications and
changes became apparent.

The initial intention to include items at one
month age intervals was molded because it
was seen that many aspects of 'behaviour are

,not uniquely or exclusively age ritecific and that
. ranges of ages exist within which behaviours
appear and develop. As well the one month
interval would have made the Record
excessively long and unwieldy and might have
deterred many people from considering its use.

A second modification was in the uron of the
nature of tho items themselves, 'l'hiu First
proposal had been to produce nil bsurntjon
based record and not to uso a formot that
required a test-type situation. It soon became
(weaned however, thet certain behaviours
occur only in response,te a specific situation and
the t some structure, would he required if
istrticuler typos a rosponsos um to be elicited.
Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that the



Record is being designed -for use by pars:-
professionals who would be in close and regular
contact with the children. In many cases these
people could report behaViours on the basis of
their experience with a particular child, or
could attempt to elicit them in the course of their
interaction with the children during their daily
activities. As an example, it was found that a
non-parficipant observer took considerable time
to record the range of language responses of an
18 month old child. However, those working
directly with the child wet e able to record this
range as a result of their daily interactions with
him, and their deliberate attempts to elicit
certain responses in a natural. non-threatening
way.

While still not envisaging a formal -testing"
situation then, item development was extended
to cover behaviours that could be observed
through relatively informal interaction with the
child, together with behaviours that could be
described accurately by significant others (e.g.
moihers, other staff of the Centre). If, after trial,
these additional types of items prove suitable for
inclusion in the record then guidelines will need
to be developed, particularly so that necessary
interactions with the child can be built in to the
normal routines of a Centre.

The preliminary field testing has highlighted
a possible important use for a Developmental
Record. The investigators have been dismayed
at the general lack of knowledge and insight
about children's development displayed by
many (especielly junior) employees in Day Care
Centres. This obviously is detrimental to the
balanced growth nf the child. During the course
of the study a number of Day Care Centre
personnel have expressed surprise that certain

.bobaviours are "normal" at, a given age level.
and hence children need to be given
opportunities for development in these areas.
This has reinforced to the investigators the
importance of having the record completed by
those who work with the child, for this should
enable them to see and experience what is
happening to the child in terms of his growth
and development, help focus attention on .the
more important nspects of development and help
to set developmental and experiential objectives
for per:onnol.

Sorne a Win tio had been giv n to thc fiinl
format of tho Recorcl. Because of tho ing

difficulties nod other points already mentioned,
consideration had been given to recording datn

way similar to that usod in the Denver
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Developmental Screening Test (Frankenberg,
Dodds and Fandel, 1973). This format .has some
advantages including- the fact that beha,viours
are checked straight onto a profile or sun-in1- ary
sheet, which is thus very readily available and
shows obvious areas of developmental lag as
well as the extent of such lag or delay. However,
no firm decision ,has yet been made on this
question of-the actual format of the Record.

During the early part of 1975 the selection of
items for inclusion in the final experimental
version was carried out. Considerable attention
was given to each item, as a result of previous
experience and later consideration*, until a
final list of items was completed. This final
experimental list included items up to 5 years of
age in response to a number of suggestions that
the 4 to 5 year age range should be considered.

The most recent jrnhlem encountered whs
related to the "st mdardization" of the
beht:viours to specific age ranges and included
the selection of the standardization sample and
the collection of information from this sample. It
was obvious that no captive group of children
would he representative enough- -of the
population to allow their behaviours to be
considered as the norm so a more
represenfadve sample was required. The
Commftwealth Bureau of Statistics was
approilched for assistance and this was readily
forthcOming. The Bureau selected blocks of
dwellings within a Tange of socio-economic
areas in metropolitan Adelaide. Each dwelling
in these blocks will be chocked and where- there
are children within the age range then data will
he collected for that child.

The actual format to be ,used for the
collection of data has also caused some concern.
Experience in the pilot study in 1074 indicated
thet both parent and care giver tended to
acquiesce in responding to direct questions
about the behaviour of their children while the
direct observetion of behaviour by non-involved
short term visitors was difficult and took a good
deal of time. Given these circumstances it was
considered that the most appropriate way td
collect the dein would be by questionnaire
response from the child's mother, In this way
tho ohvieus respells() will be disguised aml the
data will lie collected by prompting mothers to'
tell inoro about their children's development and
behaviours. A sample of li(X) spread over the ago
range was considered the minimum roquirod fr
lho standerdintion of nn instrument of this
kind. If time awl resources permit ii lorger



sample will be used.

The project has been delayed by the
necessity to develop a questionnaire from the
item list drawn up previously. In many cases it
has proved to be particularly difficult to
translate a baldly stated behaviour item into a
disguised questionnaire item and there bas been
the danger that some items which may well have
been included in the final format may not be
included here for standardization because of
this difficulty.

At this point in time it is still hoped that the
project will be completed as proposed by the end
of 1975 so that the Developmental Record can be
put to the use for which it is being devised.
However, the version which will become
available then can only be carried out to develop
norms for other groups within the Australian
population,
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SELF-CONCEPTS
AND SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS

Dr J. R. Clough,
Principal Lecturer,

School of Teacher Education, Canberra College
of Advanced Education

Success at school is still an important
determinant of one's life style. Failure to meet
the expectations of the educational system leads
to exclusion from a number of desirable
occupations, and may also lead to an inability to
enjoy certain leisure activities, to anti-
intellectual attitudes and feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority.

In a previous age lack of success would have
led to situations which were physically paMful
for the child, but today would be more likely to
involve frustration, boredom and psychological
pressures of various kinds.

One may ask why children fail at school, in
order that whatever steps are possible may be
taken to avoid or alleviate these influences.

There are a whole range of influences over
which we as yet have little control. Most obvious
are genetic factors, with the intra-uterine, birth,
and peri-natal periods being the next most
crucial.. It is certainly true of the intra-uterine
period that when an organ or an organism is
developing most rapidly, then that organism is
most susceptible to dysgenic influences. Some
theorists (e.g. Erikson, 1965) also take the view
that when the organism, and here we are talking
of children, enter the "booming, buzzing
confusion" of the world, then their earliest
experiences will he the most crucial.

I think one could argue that this was true in
the sense of the first months or years of life, but
equally true of the first months or years of
school. Erikson (1965) speaks of the "sense of
trust" as the basic requirement of a healthy
personality, and Bowlby (1951) although under
attack from such sources as Rutter (1972) has
asserted the crucial nature of the mother child
relationship especially between six and
thi rt v-six months.

The compensatory education movement can
be interpreted es an attempt to promote ,
cognitive development and other related skills
prior to the child's entry to school. This Is
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exemplified in the work of Bereiter and
Engelmann (1966). but can be found in numerous
other studies (G ray, 1971; G ray and K laus, 1970:
Karnes, Teske and Hodgins, 1970; Karnes,
Teske, 'Hodgins and Badger, 1970; Weikart,
1969) all of which are reviewed in Clough (1972).

Certainly the best of these programmes have
been highly successful in producing spectacular
gains in cognitive and scholastic skills, but there
have been several limitations on these effects.
The first is the ephemeral nature of such gains.
with children undergoing such programmes
being virtually indistinguishable from their
equally disadvantaged peers after two to three
years of schooling.

A second criticism has focussed on the
extent to which the programmes have tried to
teach tasks alien to the child's background, and
have led to a denial of the child's own culture
and 'judgments about the irrelevance of the
child's experiences outside the school.

Another important limitation concerns the
almost negligible effects on the personality
development of the children. Even short term
effects have been rare. This may in part be due
to the difficulty in measuring personality, but
may also be due to a lack of focus on this aspect
of development.

It is this criticism which I wish to take up
and develop, for there is a growing body of
evidence that personality factors and in
particular the child's self concept, may be an
important mediating variable in the child's
achievement, and eventually his life satisfaction,

Evidence concerning the relationship
between self-concepts and performance come
from a variety of sources, three of which are the
clinical insights of therapists, the literature on
self-fulfilling prophecies and recent research on
locus of control.

Those who are remedial reading teachers
will he imam of the negative ettitudes towards



reading held by their clierit. Such children
often express the attitude that they are
incapable of learning to read, but else assert
that reading is a waste of time, that it is not a
logiCal process, and that they do not want to
learn to read. Half the problem is solved when
these defences are removed and positive
attitudes develop.

Rosenthal and Jacobson 968) produced the
hest known work_ anthe eff.2ct of teacher
expectations_mperting that in their studies
children-Selected randomly and nominated to
teachers as potential intellectual spurters did in
fact gain more on intelligence tests than their
classmates. This study has been severely
cri ticised on methodological grounds
(Thorndike. 1968). Rosenthal's ability as a
researcher has been challenged (Barber and
Silver, 1968) and attempts to replicate the
results (eg. Fleming and Anttonen, 1971) have
failed. On the other hand some studies (eg.
Palardy. 1969) have supported Rosenthal and
Jacobson's original work. Pidgeon (1970)
provides a useful review of some of this work.

Two final comments I should like to make
about the teacher expectation effect is that in
the original study it was virtually only in the first
two grades that it operated, aria that teacher
expectation effects might be expected to operate
only on some occasions, and that thus a failure
to replicate is ihot so crucial as it would be in
other cases.

-Ng locus cohtrol studies have identified a
contirnU'am-from an internal locus of control to
external locus of control. Those who fall at the
internal end of the continuum believe that
success in a wide range of tasks is due to
personal effort, while those at the external end
believe that success is more governed by luck.
These orientations have been shown to be in
existence prior to school entry, to be relatively
stable, and an internal locus of control is
associated with high scholastic achievement,
and is negatively correlated with delinquency
and a number of other negative behaviours.

A study by Clifford and Cleary (1972) found
a correlation of 0.43 between their measure of
lectis of control and scholastic performance, in
contrast to a correlation of 0,53 between I.Q.
and scholastic adiievement in thoir fourth-,
fifth- and sixth-grade pupils of both sexes. Thus,
in this particular' case, their measure of
solf.coneepts was almost as good a predictor of
performance as intelligence.

Of course, one ran get into the chicken and
eg situation very easily in the self-concept
area. and there would appear to be no argument
against the proposition that at some point
achievement, as well as positive attitudes about
one's ability to achieve is necessary, but it does
seem important to point out that:

) Positive attitudes towards oneself are
important, (eg. Rogers. 1969).

(b) That ultimately Ingher levels of scholastic
achievement may be reached by making
the development of positive self-concepts
a prime aim as opposed to making
scholastic achievement the major early
emphasis.

This latter proposition is not meant to imply
that genuine learning is not a legitimate way to
establish positive self-concepts, but merely
implies that a different emphasis may be
required in certain cases.

Having established a sound theoretical basis
for considering that the development of positive
self-concepts may be an approp-iate initial aim
for education. I want to outline what I consider
to be a worthwhile research project in this area,
and report on progress to date.

It appears important to distinguish three
possible influences on the child's self-concopts,
the home, the pre-school and the infants classes
of the primary school.

The home would be considered to be the
most important influence on the child's self-
concept. both because of the primacy ef its
influence. because of its continuity over time,
and also because of its relative consistency of
influence. I lowever. one might wish to
distinguish between self-concept as a scholastic
achiever, and self-concept in general; and the
pre-school awl the infants' classes may be more
crucial for self-concept as a scholastic achiever.

In addition, the impact of the pre-school and
infants' classes on the general self-concept may
he extremely important.

A t this stage it is proposed to commence the
measurements of self-concepts at the pre-school
stage, to consider changes within the pre-school
your. and to invostigato tho impact of tho
primary school, mid particularly the nfants'
ellIsses en self-concepts.

Now the major problem is the lack _uitable



scales for the measurement of self-concepts.
After crmsiderable discussion we decided to

velop a rating scale for use by the children's
pre-suhool teachers, a scale which contained
the I ullowing 25 items Appendix A).

The main instructions were: -Assign a
rating from 1 (low) to 5 (high) on each of the 25
items to each child. A 1 rating would imply that
the child was in the lower 200/o on this attribute
in comparison to other children of the same age,
a 2 in the next 200/o and so on."

To date the rating -scale has been
administered hy eight pre-school teachers and
their assistants_Awith over seventy protocols
being completagEach of the twenty-five items
has consistently discriminated between those
rating low on the test as a whole, and those
falling at the top end (item analysis chi square
values have ranged between 16.2 and 40.0, p
being less than .01 in each case

Thirteen children were independently
scored by more than one rater and inter-rater
reliability was high at 0.93 (p .01),

Seventeen children were re-scored by the
same rater after approximately three months. A
correlation of 0.74 (p < .01) was found in this
case

While this figure is in itself quite a
satisfactory one, several of the raters indicated
that their subjects had changed quite
considerably in the intervening period, and
predicted that the scores would differ in a
particular direction. These predictions were
confirmed.

However, these predictions might be
confirmed because of changes in the raters
perceptions rather than changes by the child,
and as such would represent an error factor in
the test.

The alternative of changes by the child are
however feasible, given the lability of children's
emotions at this stage of their development.

Another method of measuring self-concepts
by using a pair of identical dolls similarly to the
-It Technique" is being developed. Favourable
and unfavourable statements are attributed to
the dolls, and tha child is asked which is more
like him/her. Much more work is required in
order to test the effectiveness of this method.
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With the development of the measuring
device it is now possible to study the effect of the
pre-school, on the child's self-concepts. It is also
possible to consider the effect of different
teat her styles on self-concepts at the pre-scheel
level. If this possibility is developed it will be
necessary to use external raters, and so it will
be important to establish the reliability of the
device under these circumstances.

Two further possible avenues for
development arelo focus on the two transition
periods, from the home to pre-school, and from
pre-school to infants.

The latter possibility is both the more
interesting and the more feasible. It would
appear necessary that additional measures of
self-concepts would he required if children
i-Aiove the commencing grade of infants' school
are to be studied. These may be along similar
lines to those already developed, but may also
be along the lines of the discrepancy between
ideal-self and perceived-self common in the
literature.

However, if the study were to cease at the
level of considering what changes do occur, or
even at the level of relating teaching style to
changes in self-concepts: then it would hardly be
worthwhile. What is required, and is the aim of
this study, would be to consider the effect of
teachers focussing on self-concept development
as the initial aim of education, and studying the
effect of teacher behaviours in pursuit of this
aim on self-concept development in the child,
and the rate of development, and level of
development of scholastic skills.

This would require a longitudinal study of
some magnitude, since a number of teachers
would need to be involved if generalizations
beyond the study population were to have

lidi ty.
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APPENDIX A

Child's Name

Date of Birth

Date of Entry to Pre-School. ...... .

CANBERRA SELF CONCEPT SCALE

Instructions for Completion.

1_ Please complete all 25 items. There is a space
for additional comments if these are felt
necessary.

2. Assign a rating from 1 (low) to 5 (high) on
each of the 25 items to each child.

A I rating would imply that the child was in
the lower 200/g on this attribute in,
comparison to other children of the same age,
a 2 in the next 200/o and so on.

SOCIAL INTERACTION WITH ADULTS

1. Responds positively to
adults.

2. Confidently seeks assist-
ance from adults when
necessary

3. When choosing activities
is not overdependent on
adults.

4. Does not require constant
approval or attention from
adults.

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

5. Is not overly submissive in
the presence of adults. 1 2 3 4 5

SOCIAL INTERACTION WITH PEERS

6. Defends own rights. 1 2 3 4 5

7. Willingly shares and takes
turns. 1 2 3 4 5

8. Respect for property and
possessions of group and
individuals, 1 2 3 4 5



II Can assume both leader
and follower role in group
situations. 1 2 3 4 5

10. Is consistently popular
with peers. 1 2 3 4 5

EMOTIONAL MATURITY

11. Can be happy alone. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Shows tenacity and
perseverance. 1 2 3 4 5

13. When frustrated, does
something positive, for
example seeks assistance,
chooses another activity,
etc. 1 2 3 4 5

14. Does not show excessive
verbal aggression. 1 2 3 4 5

15. Does not show excessive
physical aggression. 1 2 3 4 5

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Is prepared to attempt
new physical skills. 1 2 3 4 5

17. Participates in music
makkng activities. 1 2 3 4 5

Is not afraid to use
climbing apparatus. 1 2 3 4 5

19. Participates in rhythmic
activities. 1 2 3 4 5

20. Uses a wide variety of
indoor and outdoor
equipment. 2 3 4 5

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

21. Shows curiosity in a wide
range of activities. 1 2 3 4 5

22. Uses equipment arid
materials creatively. I 2 3 4 5

23. Combines ideas
imaginatively and
expresses them verbally. 1 2 3 4 5

24. Understands the
difference between fact
and fantasy. I 2 3

4 5

25. .Actively seeks solutions to
intellectual problems. 1 2 3 4 5

4 8
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TEACHING READING IN THE PRE-S HOOL

Jenny Simons
Principal,

Sydney Nursery School Teachers' College.

The pre-school curriculum has . not,
traditionally, included the teaching of reading

yet, when one talks to parents, one hears of
children who have begun to learn to read before
they started school and there are, from time to
dme, references in the literature on beginning
reading, to children who learnt to read at an
early age (Durkin. 1964). In general, early
success is maintained in the primary school
years.

What I want to do is to suggest that it is
indeed appropriate that reading be taught in the
pre-school, to some children, and under certain
conditions.

I must emphasize. right now. that I am not
advocating that reading be taught to all children
in pre-school. It is perfectly obvious that many
children, most children, are simply not develop-
mentally ready to learn to read; they are not
ready cognitively to deal with the, symbolic
system of written language; they are not ready
emotionally to sit still and concentrate on an
abstract, teacher-directed activity; they are not
ready motivationally to want to learn to read.

But what about the four year old who has an
advanced command of oral language, fluent and
clear speech, an obvious and abiding interest in
books, appears of average or above-average
intelligence and who may even express a desire
to learn to read? Of such a child, his pre-school
teacher may say, 'Oh, he's really ready to go to
school now'.

She may even add that he is a bit bored in
pre-school. She may find him, on occasions, a
nuisance as he seeks restlessly for cognitive
challenge.

It is this sort of a child, more often a girl than
a boy, for whom I ern advocating a consideration
of instruction in reading.

So, the child eems developmentally ready to
learn to road. Is there something in the reading
task that is cognitively too difficult for a
pre-school child? You will now probably ull
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accept Bruner's (1960) dictum, that it is possible
to teach any subject to any person 'of any age if
the subject be presented in a suitable way.
What I want to do now is to outline two modern
approaches to the teaching of reading, in order
that you may decide whether the task can be
structured in a way appropriate to young
lea rners.

After that, I will discuss some research
evidence on the prerequisite skills for learning
to read, to pinpoint the exact starting point for
the individual learner once the teacher has
decided that the child is developmentally ready
to learn to read.

The first approach to the teaching of reading
is based upon simple conditioning, at the
stimulus-response level. Quite recently, Glen
Doman, author of -Teach Your Baby to Read"
(1965) has been going about Australia
reminding us how very simple it is to teach a
child to read his first words. The method is to
present the young child with an object, say a
cup, and the written word for that object at the
same time, while naming the object orally.

The young child quickly learns to associate
the oral expression with the written expression,
so that eventually he is able to "read" cup when
the written representation is seen on its own.
Let me hasten to add that this associative
learning will not lead to the same sort of reading
that is engaged in by a mature reader, but it is a
sort of reading nevertheless.

One of the first tasks we ask of beginning
readers is that they shall be able to say what
certain written words are, simply by looking at
them; such words are appropriately designated
-sight- words, and this approach to learning to
read is called the "look-say" method.

One way in which this method of instruction
is implementml for heginners is for the teacher
tp select a set of words which the learner will be
Meeting in his first primer, and to teach these
words individually, often using a set of cards

pared for this purpose and called "flash

L'd



cards- (because the objective is to have the
learner respond rapidly to each word as it is
-flashed" at him).

It is intriguing to speculate as to how the
learner discriminates and remembers the word
elements in any given set of words. Research,
such as that of Marchbanks & Levin (1965)
suggests that, contrary to_ the belief of most
teachers of beginning reading. learners de not
recognize sight words by shape, but by
discriminating the letter elements, especially the
first, second and last letters.

I have described briefly one valid and
common style of initial reading instruction
which uses associative_ learning -to bring the
learner to the point where he can name some
words "by sight", Typically, such a learner
would be able to read such _a sentence as "this
girl is my friend" after learning each word
element first.

Another valid and common method used in
instructing beginning readers is to cause them.
by the use of inductive reasoning, to discover the
alphabetic principle upon which our writing
system is based, and then, by the use of
deductive reasoning. to encourage them to use
this alphabetic principle to decode unknown
words. 1 t has also been common, in_the past, for
teachers to forgo the inductive step; instead, the
alphabetic principles were taught by associative
learning.

To give an example: The teacher says bat,
been, boy, and asks the learner what these
words have in common. When the response is
"They all begin with the same sound," then the
teacher presents the written form of letter h.
(There's some associative learning there.) The
next step is to say -- cut, bill, hen, and to ask the
learner to say which begins with the letter h.
Typically, such a learner would begin to learn to
read such words as hot, beg, box, big.

Another example: The teacher says
"Man, ran, fan what have these- words in
common?" When the response is that they all
end in the same way, then the teacher presents
the plionogram or spelling pattern :an' and asks
the lea rner lo read ban.

I have now outlined briefly the two
theoretic:ally opposite ways in which reading
may ho taught to ii beginner% The method which
uses associative learning, the "look-say"
approach, is obviously simpler from tho
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learner's point of view, as no logical operations
,-re involved. This approach uses skills which
the learner already has: the Skill to discriminate
visually between words and the skill to
remember the paired oral and visual
presentations made by the teacher that is. the
learner can discriminate between cat and bat,
and remember which is which, even though he
may know nothing at all about the English
alphabet.

Please do not, at this point, conclude that I
am advocating the "look-say" approach for
teaching young beginners, for the matter is a bit
more involved. It is not appropriate to decide on
a suitable method for instructing a young
beginner using only evidence about the relative
-mplicity of the learning task,

also necessary to look at the needs of the
learner.

When a person begins to learn to read he is,
typieally, highly motivated towards learning to
read. Ideally, he sees reading as a skill which he
desires to master for reasons of satisfaction,
pleasure, peer and adult approval. curiosity and
perhaps utility.

The motivation which the beginner brings to
the reading task will probably only persist as
long as he is successful in that task. There is no
doubt that early success can be achieved by the
"look-say" method; but what the learner seeks
as he strives to become a reader is autonomy as
a reader, and this he cannot reasonably hope to
attain if he must apply to another person be it
teacher or mature reader for the
pronounciation of each new word he
encounters.

What the beginner needs, quite early, is a
method which will allow him to decode new
words for himself; that is, he will want to use
both inductive and deductive reasoning, related,.
to alphabetic rules, to enable him to progress in
reading somewhat independently of other
assistanc:e.

Now there are many known examples of
children who more or less taught themselves to
read; bid the majority of learners benefit from a
little steering in the direction of noting and
remembering the regular phonic structures and
spelling patterns within the English writing
system.

The learning of these regularities is labelled
:the "code" approach: and it does seem that



every reader reaches out for this assistance
sooner or later, whether the teacher offers it
systematically or whether the learner induces
and applies his own rules.

So you see, now, that I am advocating an
approach more structured than the -look-say"
one, after all. I haven't used the word phonics so
at:. and quite deliberately, for this word now

c vers a multitude of sins, the chief being,
perhaps, the belief that each symbol in the
Engli4 alphabet can be associated with an
isolated,sound that 'c' and 'a' and 't' give you
cut; in fact, they don't: they give you 'kerr-a-tuh'.
and it is\ dishonest and confusing to claim
otherwise.

What I do accept is the type of code
approach labelled Linguistic-phonics which,
although a bit woolly still in definition is
supposed to meareanalysia of the sound-
structure in terms of regular spelling pa tterns.

For example: one shonidn't isolate 'c and 'a'
and 't' for the learner, but, one cdn legitimately
isolate at as a part of cot, bat, and mat, and one
can ask the learner to figure out fot by saying it
begins with the same sound as fill, and ends.with
the same sound as cat.

So far, I hope I have shown that the beginner
can learn to read first of all by a very simple
method of associative learning. (for example:
this word is cat, this word is dog); but that this
method limits severely the learner's opportunity
to progress in reading independently of his
teacher. Therefore, sooner or later, .and it's
usually sooner, he needs assistance in
identifying the sound-symbol regularities of the
English writing system so that he can induce
generalisations and, in turn, use these
generalisations to deduce new words.

Unless the learner can be assisted positively
to employ decoding skills, he will lose his
enthusiam for learning to read, and learning will
cease.

The question now is: can young learners
manage the inductive and deductive reasoning
that is necessary if progress is to be made in
learning to read?

It appears that they can, if and only if they
heve the prerequisite skills for learning to read.
(Downing & Thackray. I971). The prerequisite
skills ore of three typos: visual skills, auditory
skills and cognitive skills. Teachers have always
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been vaguely aware of these prerequisite skills,
and have made many and elaborate gestures
towards exercising children's skills in these
_hree areas, but the gestures have been all ao
often vague, and the skills have not beeici
objectified in behaviours that were sufficiently
precise.

I'd like to talk a little about each of the tirr6e
pre-requisite skills in turn. My aim is to clarify
each skill, and to get you to consider whether
children of pre-school age do achieve, or can
achieve, these skills.

First, the visual skills. The most important
are visual discrimination and_ visual memory..
Before he can learn to read, a beginner must
obviously be able to discriminate between wards
when he sees them written down. If you show a
begianer a line of words say, cat, cat, bat,
cte. he must be able to show you which one looks
different, before he can learn to read them. I
suggest to you that any child from the time he
has mastered the concepts same and different
will he able to show you which word is different.
This could occur at 2 or 3 or 4 years of age.

Visual memory can be assessed by providing
a learner with a short list of written words,
showing him one of those words written
separately on a piece of paper, then removing
the single word from his sight and asking him to
show you on his list the word you exposed
separately. Once a beginner gets the hang of
what you want him to do, it's not at all difficult
for many 3 year olds tO demonstrate their visual
memory skill with words long before they learn
to read those words.

Next, the auditory skills that are
pre-reqiiisite for learning to read. The most
important are: auditory discrirnination and
auditory Memory. The 'same' and 'different'
concepts can be used to test a beginner's skills
in auditory discrimination, though he will also
need o be able to use the concept of beginning
and en,iing in time. Say boy and bat. Are thehe
words tht_. same or different at the beginning?

To sample the skill of auditory memory, say
churn, fix. made, which word sounded like
hither at the beginning?

The third pre-requisite reading skill is to
understand the concepts used in reading. The
concepts of word and sound I have ,nvolved
already: others aro loiter, page, book, sentence,
story.



Do teachers believe that seine children in
.pre-schools have these necessary pre-requisite
skills? dr that they could acquire them
pleasureably and without stress?

Recent emp rical investigations suggest that
the answer is yes.

Mitchell (1965) tested the visual dis-
crimination skills of 4 and 5 year olds. The
subjects were lower socieconomic status
kindergarten pupils who had received no
training in pre-requisite reading skills. He found
that 85% of the children achieved 75°/o correct
responses on typical reading readiness
work-book exercises on the discrimination of
letters and words.

Pariah., (1974) also tested the visual
discrimination skills of 5 year olds. He found
that 97010 of kindergarten grade children, and
69°/0 of pre-school children, all without formal
traininOwere successful on more than BO% -of
pre-reading activities selected frorn a variety of
pre-reading activities taken from basal reading
schemes. That is, the visual Skills which are
pre-requisite for learning to 'read present, few
difficulties to young children.

However, auditory discrimination skills
develop more glowly. Paradis (1968) tested a
group of low socio-economic status 5 year olds
on_ rhyming sounds; only 590/0 of the children
atiained-his criterion of 75% correct responses.
When tested on initial consonants (same-
different) only 70/0 achieved _his criterion of
success.

On the other hand. Rosner (1974]
demonstrated that 4 year olds could be trained
to perform auditory analysis tasks fairly easily.
At the end uf one year, the experimental group
performed significantly better than an,
untrained control group and the control
group was one year older.

As for the concepts of reading, Stott (1973).
one of the most perceptive people in the world
on the subject of the teachiqg, of reading, gives
examples of 5 year olds' failure to understand
the concepts word, letter and sound as
contributing to lack of success in learning to
read.

Se far, I have mentioned the different
learning styles involved in different theoretical
approaches to the teaching of reading, with a
view to deciding which approach would best suit
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more enjoyable than, playing. The thirty minutes
that I suggest is based on about 10 minutes
instruction with the teethe- and about 20
Minutes of practice, games and other reinforce-
ment activities undertaken by the child.

Pinally. I think many pre-school tea-chers are
reluctant to begin teaching reading to an
individual child because they fear pressure from
other parents who may be anxious for their child
to be a high achiever, academically:

At this point. I think teachers must stick to
their prolessional.guns and insist on their right
to decide what teaching' a'tid learning is
appropriate for each individual child. They
certainly: take this, line in other areas of the
curriculum. if the leacher can't cope with this
absolute position, then a graceful way out is to
accede to 'The parent's request, and begin
teaching the pre-requisite skills, subject to the
ability, and willingness of the child in question.

If you have followed the argument so far, you
will be ready to teach a pre-schooler to read, but
may be wondering where to begin. Do any of the
pre-requisite skills need attention? How does
one introduce linguistic phonics?

I would like _to recomMend strongly a
teacher's manual, which sets out brilliantly a
sequence for teaChing the auditory and visual
pre-requisite skills of reading, and then follows
on with the mature reading skills. This is
"Systematic Reading Instruction" by G. G.

/Duffy and B. B. Sherman, N.Y.: Harper & Row,
_1972. This excellent work lays out the reading
task in terms of graded objectives. each with a
pre-test. teaching hints, and a post-test. The
skills are presented in a game-like format, which -

even young learners find attractive. The
teacher-made materials for presenting the skills
may be left in the classroom for children te play
with.

My final point is to draw your attention to
what you probably already know about the
teaching of reading to young children:

it is an activity for the individual child, even'
when several children begin at about the
same time and may perhaps be grouped for
instruction

the young learner must set the pace for his
learning, and the teacher must accept his
decision to quit at any time: he's probably
learnt enough for just now

- the teacher has an-abiding responsibility to
foster the development of oral language in
all pupils. One of mthe b6st ways of doing this
is by reading fo Children, every day, more
than once if Possible; in the case of the
beginning reader, reading to,him is of vital
importance both as a- _motivational
technique and in order to acquaint him with
the structures ha, will encounter in the
written form of.his language

finally. pre-school :teachers 'have always
accepted-the principle of individualisation
of instruction. My plea is that they should
no longer make an exception when it comes
to the question of teaching a child to read.
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SOME RECENTBOOKS WORTH NOTING

On the social context of early childhood
education and early childhood services:

Dawson. M. (Ed.) Australion Families, Wiley
Australia, 1974.

Edgar, D. E. (Ed.) Social Changes in Australia
(Readings in Sociology). Melbourne:
Cheshire Publishing Go.. 1974.

Burns. A., Fegan, M. & Sparkes, A., Working
Mothers and Their Children: The Electrical
Trades Union Sludy. School of Behavioural
Sciences, Macquarie University. 1974. (A
local survey of the actual 'arrangements
and preferences of a group of working
mothers).

On c ent trends in work with youeg children:

Alrri,y, M., The Early Childhood Educator at
Mirk. McGraw-Hill, 1975 ( paperback). (An
important indicator of broadening horizons
in the early childhood field, written with
Alrny's usual skill and insight).-,-

Tizard. Barbara. Pre-School Education in
Great Britain: A Research Review. Social
Science Research Council, ' 1974. (State
House, High Holborn, London WCi R 4th.
$1.50). (A report of wbo is doing what in
Great Britain, ranging frorn analyses of
curricullim to parent development. together
with opihions from many people on what is
needed).

Evans, E.,, Contemporary Influences in Early
Childhobd Education. Holt-Saunders, 1975.
(This new edition of Evans updates the
earlier analyses of several influences,,e.g.
Piagetian theory, behavioural analysis,'
Montessori.) it includes as well some
new sections, e.g. one on parents and
television as major sources of change.
Especially useful for looking at the back-
ground of many curricula.

Webb, Lesley, Purpose and Practice in
Nursery Education, Oxford: Blackwell,
1974 (paperback): (Contains a number of
excellent chapters asking: What are we
trying to do? And what evidence is there
that we are achieving it? What do we mean
when we say our gbal is -socialization-?
What evidence is there that teachers are
more effective than pare-professionals?

This sympathetic analysis of objectives
and techniques ends with a useful section
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,on implications for teacher education, and
a stirring call for the importance of those
who train teachers).

:in studies of child development and its

From a wide range. I have selected three that
seem a little different from those we usually see:

Fein, G.. & Clarke-Stewart, A.. Day Care in
Context, Wiley, 1973. Highly recommended.
This bOok takes the unusual step of looking
at what is known about particular aspects
and -conditions of development (e.g.
language and its variations with different
environments) and then drawing out
implications for caregivers. Equally useful
for sessional and extended settings, even
though labelled -day care".

Webb, Lesley, Making a Start on Child Study.
Oxford: Blackwell, 1975. So far only seen in
brief glimpses,,but promises to be a good
basic introduction te ways of observing and
phenomena to look.for.

Richards, M. R. (Ed.), The, Integration of a
Child into a Social World. Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1974. A series of chapters that give
an up-to-date account of studies on
-attachment", with considerable attention
to early develoPment in terms of signals
given and received.

F inal note: See the m gazine New Scientist
(1974) for a series of short articles on
current research with very young children
(0-12 months usually).:- These rare written
in reasonable form,a nd can be a useful lead
into current work. Unfortunately, no
references are given.
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